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EDITORIAL

IMPORTANCE OF GENDER PAY EQUITY

A

chieving gender pay equity
remains a challenge on a
global basis. From country
to country, it is mostly a
matter of the size of the gap rather
than whether the gap exists. Some
companies make big announcements and issue regular reports on
their progress, but gender pay equity
is elusive.
The people addressing this issue
say in exasperation, "Why don't employers just FIX the problem and pay
women on an equal basis as men?"
Companies respond, "It's a big,
complex issue." CEOs and
Human Resources officers
promise they are working on
the hard problem, and little
changes.
One of the reasons the
gender pay gap is not disappearing is that many employers do not understand
the importance of gender pay
equity to company success.
They have underpaid women for decades, and the issue
is framed within the context
of complexity as a barrier to
change.
It is difficult to not believe that businesses are
over-complicating the issue
and are mostly concerned
about the impact on the bottom line should they raise women's
wages. Yet, the professionals who
have taken a deep dive into the gender pay equity will tell you that the
bottom line will not be negatively
impacted. In fact, paying all people
on an equitable basis can improve
retention rates, reinforce a positive
culture, strengthen workforce engagement levels and contribute to a
strong brand of corporate social responsibility.
There are even more positive im-

pacts. Pay your employees on a fair
and equitable basis, and women are
elevated in several ways. When a
company pays women at a lower rate
for doing the same work as men, the
message to the workforce is clear:
Women are not as competent as
men. They are not as productive or
innovative or intelligent or experienced. Talk about reinforcing unconscious bias against women!
The reality is that the issue is
not as complex as it is made out to
be, especially with the availability
of data analytics for evaluating and

cross-matching skills. A female data
analyst should make as much as a
male data analyst, and even more
if she has more experience, seniority, education, proven leadership
abilities and so on. Yes, it is more
difficult to compare different types
of jobs that require the same type
of skills or competencies. However,
that should cease to be an excuse for
underpaying women.
Raising compensation rates to
achieve gender pay equity will lead

to the various positive impacts mentioned, and that means the bottom line
is likely to increase and not decrease.
Factors like higher engagement and
collective intelligence enhance financial results, as studies have proven
many times over. Companies that have
a history of gender pay inequity will not
attract top female talent in a tight labor
market, thus depriving their company
of diversity in skills, perspectives and
innovation.
Clearly there is a need for more
companies to develop long-term policies that produce real results in terms
of closing the gender pay gap. We
believe that closing the pay gap
should be a short-term goal for
existing female employees.
Why wait to pay people fairly? Waiting leads to the complexity arguments that give employers an excuse for inaction. It is a
vicious, self-perpetuating cycle.
In the long-term, employers can
review and revise all Human
Resources policies and procedures contributing to gender pay
inequity, addressing factors like
pay scales, hiring and promotion
practices, development opportunities, and so on.
One of the most important
steps a company can take is ending questions during the interview stage about salary history.
What a woman made in the past has no
relationship to what she should be paid
as an employee in a different company.
Women are historically underpaid, so
using past compensation as the basis
for a salary offer only perpetuates the
problem.
Since women make up half of the
workforce, compensation will play a big
role in how well a company competes in
a tight labor market. So much could be
done quickly to narrow the gender pay
gap. It is time to get moving.
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BRIEFS
Providing
Effective Health
Care Resource
Management
to Non-clinical
Workers

A

STOCKHOLM, Sweden
program for non-clinical stakeholders has been developed by
the Stockholm School of Economics in Riga in collaboration with
J&J Central Eastern Europe, the first in
this region.
The state-of-the-art business–
based program will contribute to the
economic and social development
of the region, in particular the Baltic
countries. The curriculum is centred on disciplines of finance, health
economics, leadership and strategic
management with the objective of offering participants’ knowledge, skills
and tools to make sound decisions in
managing financial as well as human
resources and formulating, executing
and evaluating organizational strategy
to ensure the success and competitiveness of their organizations in the process of change.
This program currently addresses non-clinical stakeholders from the
CEE and EMEA region, and supports
general managers, hospital board
members, finance managers and department managers as they improve
their management skills.
Nowadays managing complex
health organizations is a huge challenge for directors, board members
and other managers. Decisions they
make should be based on good knowledge of the market as well as on the values and great leadership.

Success of Digital
Transformation is
a Matter of Culture,
Microsoft Germany
Research Reveals

M

MÜNCHEN, Germany
icrosoft Germany has released
new research in conjunction
with YouGov which shows that
cultural changes in a company are key for
the successful adoption of technology
and the transformation it brings with it.
In Germany, the study shows that 60
percent of German employees believe
that digital technologies improve the
competitiveness of their organization,
while providing opportunities for personal
development, making work more fun, and
enabling them to achieve a better work-life
balance. At the same time, however, one
in two employees are afraid of changing
roles and have concerns about their job
security.
Microsoft Germany’s research follows
a recent Europe-wide study which shows
that for transformation to be successful,

companies must have both a strong overall
culture (which encourages positivity, creativity and growth), in addition to a strong
digital culture (an environment which fosters the adoption and use of technology).
Despite this, in Germany, the study
shows that only one in five employers consistently push ahead with cultural change,
and only one in 10 employees is involved in
the transformation process.
The research by Microsoft Germany,
which is available now, delves into concrete
recommendations for companies, so that
they can create the ideal cultural environment to get the most out of digital transformation.

Fifth Third Bank is Taking a Stand for
Women- and Minority-owned Businesses

A

CINCINNATI, Ohio, USA
s Laura Mitchell of Luxury Cake
Company in Chicago prepared
to expand her small business, she
faced a less-than-sweet dilemma: Business was growing, but taking on larger
clients required a substantial financial investment in a professional grade oven and
refrigerator.
Mitchell secured a $7,500 small business loan from Fifth Third Bank and a
community partner, enabling her to expand her service offerings and build a
showroom for cake tastings and demonstrations.
“You can do the hard work, but at a certain point, you need some help. It doesn’t
take a million dollars to make your dreams
a reality,” she said. “For businesses like
mine, a small loan is all it takes to maximize growth.”

But a success story like Mitchell’s isn’t
always the result of a loan application. In
fact, U.S. Small Business Administration
data shows that only a fraction of small
business loans went to minority- (26 percent) or women-owned businesses (18
percent) in 2017.
This Small Business Week, Fifth Third
is taking a stand against this lending gap
with a $5 million investment to the nonprofit Community Reinvestment Fund,
USA (CRF). The partnership expands
access to capital for small businesses in
major markets across the U.S., including
Cincinnati; Chicago; Cleveland; Detroit;
Indianapolis; Tampa and Orlando, Fla.;
Orlando and Charlotte, N.C. CRF works
with community partners to improve access to capital for small businesses in underserved communities as well as those
owned by women and minorities.
www.diversityglobal.com
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BRIEFS
Draft Strategy
Revealed for Health
and Safety at Work

T

WELLINGTON, New Zealand
he government’s draft strategy
for improving the health and
safety of New Zealand workers
over the next 10 years has been released,
with submissions now requested, according to Minister for Workplace Relations and Safety Iain Lees-Galloway.
“New Zealand has made good progress in recent years in reducing the rate
of acute harm. However, urgent work
still remains. I believe that we can be
among world leaders for healthy and
safe workplaces,” said Lees-Galloway.

Iain Lees-Galloway
Minister for Workplace Relations
and Safety

“The strategy outlines an opportunity to drive ambitious, sustained and system-wide improvements in our health
and safety performance to significantly
lift the well-being and living standards
of all workers and their families in New
Zealand," he said.
“I want to ensure that we are reducing all types of significant harm at work –
this includes broadening the focus from
acute harm to make sure we’re managing wider health risks, including mental
health," he said.
“A key priority highlighted in the
strategy is ensuring better outcomes for
Māori, and other workers at greater risk
who are over represented in injury statistics and high-risk sectors, such as forestry and construction, or more likely to
be engaged in temporary, geographically remote or precarious employment."
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Introducing a New Champion for
Aboriginal Young People

T

VICTORIA, Australia
he Andrews Labor Government
has appointed respected reconciliation advocate Justin Mohamed
as the new Commissioner for Aboriginal
Children and Young People.
A proud Gooreng Gooreng man from
Bundaberg in Queensland, Mohamed
has spent much of his career working in
the Aboriginal health and sport sector,
improving outcomes and connections to
culture for Aboriginal people, including
children.
He is a distinguished leader in reconciliation, having served as the Chief Executive Officer of Reconciliation Australia
for three years until 2017, and was most
recently the CEO of Equity Health Solutions.
He has also been the Director of the
Academy of Sport, Health and Education,
based at the University of Melbourne’s
Shepparton campus, and CEO of Rumbalara Aboriginal Co-Operative.
Mohamed has also held several board

positions including chairperson for the
National Aboriginal Community Controlled Health Organisation and was a
member of the Closing the Gap National
Steering Committee.
Mohamed will begin his five-year
term on May 28.
His appointment comes following
the departure of inaugural Commissioner for Aboriginal Children and Young
People Andrew Jackomos in January.

Retrain to Mitigate
Jobs Threat
from Robots

B

LONDON, UK
ritish workers are urged to develop
new skills as a recent survey highlights the risks posed by automation. Millions of British workers with jobs
that will likely become automated need to
retrain or face being left behind, according
to Lynda Gratton, professor of management practice at London Business School.
A recent survey shows that roles in
transportation, manufacturing, and retail
and wholesale are most at risk from robots that will be capable of doing the same
work. The threat of automation affects 18
percent of all jobs in the UK, with central
and northern towns and cities particularly
vulnerable, according to the study.
Gratton believes workers and their

employers need to start thinking now
about retraining.
“I would expect a clear narrative to
emerge around the need for re-skilling.
This will be taken up by some governments and some corporations,” she
wrote in London Business School Review.
“There will also be a narrative emerging about those people employed in lowskill work. The government will need to
ask how those from redundant low-skill
jobs can be retrained to take on new roles
where humans perform better than machines."

EY Backs NVBDC to Promote Veterans
at the Diversity Table

T

DETROIT, Michigan
he National Veterans Business
Development Council (NVBDC) celebrates the recent addition of its latest sponsor, Ernst & Young
LLP (EY). The NVBDC is the leading
third-party certification organization
working to provide opportunities and
access for Service Disabled and Veteran
Owned Businesses (SD/VOBs).
The NVBDC was created for the purpose of providing a credible and reliable
certifying authority that would confirm
that valid documentation exists of a
business' veteran ownership and control. Many lucrative businesses opportunities are available to veteran-owned

Shared European
Values are the Key to
Building Sustainable
and Inclusive
Communities

I

ZAGREB, Croatia
n Croatia the process of replacement
of residential institutions as dominant
forms of care of children and persons
with disabilities started over a decade ago.
Croatia also ratified several international conventions and human rights treaties on the rights of children and persons
with disabilities in support of the process
of deinstitutionalization. The European
Commission (EC) and the World Bank, in
cooperation with the Ministry of Demography, Family, Youth and Social Policy, organized a roundtable with relevant stakeholders in Zagreb today, to take the pulse
of the process and discuss future steps.
As a member of the European Union (EU), Croatia took on additional responsibilities in this process through the
adoption of the National Plan on Deinstitutionalization and Transformation of Social Welfare Institutions and Other Legal

businesses through supplier diversity programs offered at many companies and government agencies.
In fact, the total spend available to
qualifying businesses is estimated
to be in excess of $80 billion annually.
“Our relationship with EY helps
provide veteran business owners an
opportunity to be a part of an inclusive and diverse supply chain,” says
Keith King, president of NVBDC.
“Certification opens doors for our
SD/VOBs and we’re proud to have
EY recognize us as a certification
organization and to have them on
board as a sponsor.”

Entities Performing Social Welfare Activities for 2011-18 and the Operational
Plan for Transformation and Deinstitutionalization of Social Welfare Homes
and Other Legal Entities Performing
Social Welfare Work in the Republic of
Croatia 2014-2016. These documents
set out the framework and rationale for
deinstitutionalization, the specific objectives, implementation period, and
resources needed to reduce admissions to institutions and increase the
number of beneficiaries leaving institutions into new forms of care, especially
stimulating family reintegration.

Branko Baričević
Head of European Commission
Representation in Croatia

IDB and Eight
Multinational
Enterprises Jointly
Commit to Empower
100,000 Female
Entrepreneurs in
the Americas

O

LIMA, Peru
n the occasion of the third
CEO Summit of the Americas,
Luis Alberto Moreno, president of the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB), and senior executives
from Google, IBM, Microsoft, Facebook, Coca-Cola, PepsiCo, MasterCard
and Danper have announced their commitment to the IDB’s #100kChallenge
initiative, seeking to coach, connect
and certify more than 100,000 female
entrepreneurs in the Americas by 2021.
Through the ConnectAmericas
for Women platform, IDB and partner
companies will help strengthen the
digital and business skills of female entrepreneurs using innovative training
tools. They will also promote the participation of women-led businesses in regional and global value chains, facilitate
procurement opportunities, increase
their participation in business forums,
and promote training programs for certification of their products, services or
processes.
“Women entrepreneurs have great
potential to contribute to the dynamism of our economies, employment
creation, and the prosperity of our region. What we are looking for with this
campaign is to work hand in hand with
the business community to multiply
the impact of our initiatives and achieve
this ambitious goal," said Moreno.

www.diversityglobal.com
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Focus on Disability — Special Section
DISABILITY & INTERSECTIONALITY–I

HARNESSING
THE POWER OF
DEMOGRAPHIC
CHANGE IN A GLOBAL
WORKPLACE
Global companies sincere about developing
organization-wide cultures of inclusion for
people with disabilities must work within a
variety of laws and regulations that make the
process easier or more difficult.
BY JEREMIAH PRINCE

T

he United States is one of the most progressive countries in the world
in terms of federal and state laws concerning the inclusion of people
with disabilities in the workplace. As companies globalize, they are
challenged with maintaining a culture of inclusion across the organization without regard for geographic location while also working within the
laws and regulations of different countries. According to the United Nations,
the inclusion of people with disabilities has a long way to go. It is not an issue
reserved for developing or underdeveloped countries either. In most developed countries, the unemployment rate for people with disabilities is approximately twice the rate for people with no disability. As companies establish
operations in countries like Brazil, Japan, India, and the United Kingdom, they
must develop a deep knowledge of the laws and culture concerning the inclusion of people with disabilities in the workforce.
The following countries are offered as examples, but they are representative
of the approaches being taken to improve inclusion of people with disabilities.

BRA ZIL
In 2015, Brazil passed the "Inclusion of People with Disabilities Act" which
includes hiring quotas. The law requires employers with 100-500 employees
to have a workforce that is comprised of 2-5 percent of people with disabilities.
Companies with more than 500 employees have a flat quota of 5 percent. The
quotas were originally established in 1991, but the newer law establishes stronger enforcement. However, most companies have not met the requirements,
saying they are unable to find enough qualified people with disabilities. American Glass Products took the issue to court after being fined $150,000, and the
Supreme Labor Court said a company can be exempted if it can prove it made a
good faith effort to meet the quota.
Brazil's culture has not been supportive of people with disabilities, so many
people are not fully integrated into society. There are no accommodation laws,
so the infrastructure is not largely not functional for people with special needs.
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Employers should be aware of the cultural background and the many real
challenges encountered by people with
disabilities so that the right approaches
to hiring and onboarding are developed
and so that new hires are accommodated in multiple ways, like assisting
them with transportation to work and
providing appropriate technology.

JAPAN
Japan has more than 30 laws on the
books that address the employment of
people with disabilities. In 1960, the
government passed the "Act on Employment Promotion of Persons with Disabilities" that prohibits discrimination
of people with physical disabilities. A
series of laws over the years led to the
most recent law requiring companies
with 50 or more employees to develop a
workforce that consists of 2.2 percent of
workers with disabilities. Importantly,
the law also expanded the definition of
"disability" to include people with mental health issues. Companies meeting
the quota are rewarded with financial
incentives, and companies missing the
target are fined.
Japanese society, like most cultures,
struggles to overcome a cultural history
that included the segregation of people
with disabilities from general society.
In fact, there are companies that hire
people with disabilities but continue the
practice of segregating them into separate divisions and giving them jobs that
do not require work important to company success.3 Changing any culture is
difficult, but employers can play a major
role by hiring people with disabilities
into positions offering meaningful work
and providing the tools and resources
they need to succeed. The more that
companies hire people with disabilities, the faster society's perspective will
change.

INDIA
A greater number of people with disabilities are protected by the 2016 "Rights
of Persons with Disabilities Act." The
"New Act" covers more than 15 disabilities that include physical, intellectual,

THE REALITY IS THAT PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES CONTINUE TO
EXPERIENCE DISCRIMINATION IN EVERY COUNTRY.
mental and sensory disabilities. A person
with at least 40 percent disability is entitled to certain benefits, and companies
must adhere to a list of obligations. The
obligations include publishing an Equal
Opportunity Policy (EOP) that details
accommodations, lists positions identified
for people with disabilities, describes training and promotion procedures, and much
more. This law places responsibility on the
employer to make and document a sincere
effort to hire people with disabilities and to
provide equal opportunities for accessing
work and career planning.
India's culture has historically not been
supportive of people with disabilities.
Stigma is still attached to people with disabilities, in many areas, but it is hoped the
New Act will lead to change. It is a particularly complex challenge because the discrimination is deeply embedded by the fact
many people with disabilities are simply
forced to live in slum areas with rampant
poverty due to a lack of social services or
are forced into mental hospitals. Employ-

ers hiring people with disabilities may have to invest in workforce training, but
employment will be a major step toward ending the stigma.

UNITED KINGDOM
The United Kingdom has many of the same requirements and same issues
as the United States concerning people with disabilities. The UK passed the
Equality Act 2010 in which discrimination is prohibited and making reasonable accommodations in the workforce is required. Yet, employment of people
with disabilities remains far below employment of people without disabilities.
In the UK, people with disabilities have an employment rate of 49.2 percent
compared to 80.6 percent for people without disabilities.

COMMON CHALLENGES
AROUND THE WORLD
The reality is that people with disabilities continue to experience discrimination in every country. The extent of the discrimination may vary, but any
discrimination is wrong. It is heartening to know that so many countries are
passing laws to protect the rights of people with disabilities. Passing a law is
an important step, but it is only a first step. A law is virtually useless if it is
not enforced. Even then, legal enforcement can lead to resentment among
employers. In a Utopian world, no law would be necessary. Global employers
can play a very large role in advancing the real inclusion of people with disabilities in the workforce. Without their commitment, change is not possible.

www.diversityglobal.com
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Focus on Disability — Special Section
DISABILITY & INTERSECTIONALITY–II

THE BROAD
PERSPECTIVE ON
WORKPLACE
ACCESSIBILITY
Workplace accessibility is a principle
encompassing everything from the physical layout
to HR practices. Most importantly, accessibility
must rest on a foundation of an inclusive culture.
BY PETER SCOTT

T

he need for workplace accessibility for people
with disabilities is commonly recognized in the
business world, yet exclusion or job limitations
continues to be the more common practices.
One of the reasons is likely due to misinformation and
false assumptions about things like the cost of developing an accessible workplace or the impact of disabled
employees on general productivity. Yet, leading companies are proving that using best practices for accessibility
combined with a culture of inclusion improves engagement and productivity. Taking cues from businesses
that overcome challenges to accessibility and robustly
implement a variety of accommodations demonstrates
the numerous alternatives for employers.

Assessing the Present Workplace
Best practices begin with an evaluation of the current
work environment and ensuring current employees with
disabilities are reasonably accommodated. Every organization benefits by ensuring everyone is as productive
as possible because they can access necessary resources,
technology, meetings, etc. An important question the
employer should ask itself is: Are policies on work
schedules, leave time, and job restructuring inclusive
of people with disabilities? Another critical questions is:
Is the process for considering accommodation requests
reasonable and applied with good faith effort? It is one
thing to have a policy, but a policy must be supported by
honest decisions and actions.
Workplace accessibility best practices also include
evaluating the current culture of inclusion. Frontline
supervisors have some of the greatest impact on an organization's culture because they work the closest with a
variety of employees. Top down support for including
people with disabilities is crucial to ensuring HR pol-
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icies and procedures are supportive, but the reality is
that senior leaders are messengers while managers and
supervisors down the line are engagers and implementers. Companies setting standards for inclusion of people with disabilities also evaluate their supplier policies
and procedures to evaluate whether they encourage and
include businesses owned by people with disabilities to
provide goods and services. Is the supply chain formed
with businesses representing a diversity of categories
such as businesses owned by people with disabilities or
veterans with disabilities?

Preparing for the Future
The employment numbers for people with disabilities
who want to work remain stubbornly low. At the end of
2016, 27.7 percent of people with disabilities, aged 16 to
64 years old (working age), were employed, and they are
more likely to be employed part-time.* In many cases, it
is not because companies are unwilling to hire them. It
is more a case of being afraid to do so because they fear
people with disabilities will cost the company too much
money in accommodations and will not be as productive
as people without disabilities. A labor shortage highlights the fact that companies are overlooking a population of people who want to work but are unable to find
full-time jobs or any job.
Companies that understand the importance of inclusion develop HR policies and procedures that promote

ity-friendly communication systems.
Each company is unique, but companies sincere
about including people with disabilities leverage their
inclusion in a way that fits the organization's particular
mission. For example, Hartford Insurance offers group
disability insurance and workmen's compensation
to employers. Hartford helps its business customers
develop return-to-work programs for employees which
includes making accommodations.

Accessibility Across the Board

the attraction, recruitment, hiring, development, and
career planning for all diverse people. They understand that remaining competitive requires inclusiveness across the board and from the top down. The
Bureau of Labor statistics say that people with disability are more likely to work in service occupations and
less likely to work in management and professional
occupations. Best practices include having people
with disabilities on boards and in management positions because they serve as role models for inclusion.
Managers responsible for recruiting and hiring should
be held accountable for employing people with disabilities, but they should also be held accountable for
ensuring the people hired are not underutilized.

Fulfilling the Mission
CSC recognized the need for giving opportunities and
holding managers accountable. The company developed procedures to hire people with disabilities in a
variety of positions from administrative to clerical;
provide promotional opportunities through career
development, training, and leadership programs;
encourage participation in all company programs
and events; and become a community role model for
employment of people with disabilities. The company
has a global employee resource group for people with
disabilities and partners with numerous organizations
assisting people with disabilities, and installed disabil-

Implementing accessibility best practices for space,
technology, Human Resources, and training and development contributes to developing a culture of inclusion.
It is not one thing that makes a workplace accessible.
It is the integration of everything. For example, a disabled employee has an accessible office but is unable to
attend meetings in the conference room because there
is not enough space for a wheelchair. The employer
either moves the meeting or installs technology so the
employee can virtually attend. An employee with a
mental disability can do most of the job responsibilities except for two. The employer restructures the job,
giving those responsibilities to someone else, but adds
responsibilities the disabled person
can manage, ensuring the person
has the appropriate resources availIT IS NOT ONE
able
for the restructured job. In yet
THING THAT
another example, a blind employee
MAKES A
has a guide dog, so the employer
WORKPLACE
allows the person to bring the guide
dog to work.
ACCESSIBLE.
Accessibility is often considered
IT IS THE
in terms of facilities and equipment,
INTEGRATION OF but it is really a much broader concept. People with disabilities need
EVERYTHING.
accessibility to coworkers, meetings,
physical spaces, equipment, accommodating work schedules, websites and other technologies, and jobs. The American Disabilities Act requires
employers to make reasonable accommodations, but
organizations with a culture of inclusion really do not
need the law for a guide to treating people with empathy
and fairness.
The Job Accommodation Network (Jan) offers the
free in-depth "Employers' Practical Guide to Reasonable Accommodation Under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)" which is available online at https://
askjan.org/Erguide/index.htm. The National Organization on Disability (NOD) offers a free, confidential
assessment for benchmarking inclusion of people and
veterans with disabilities. The "Disability Employment
TrackerTM" is available at https://www.nod.org/services/tracker/. Employers have never had more access
to free assistance than they have today.
www.diversityglobal.com
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Focus on Disability — Special Section
DISABILITY & INTERSECTIONALITY–III

DISABILITY WORKS … IN THE SUPPLY CHAIN
Inclusion is a principle that should embrace every aspect of a business – culture, policies and
practices, talent recruiting and management, and general operations. Today, there is also
increasing focus on disability inclusion in the supply chain.
BY SHANIQUA THOMAS

D

iversity and Inclusion (D&I) is a principle
that began with a focus on Human Resources-related policies and initiatives. For people with disabilities, it meant companies
made a sincere effort to recruit people with disabilities
and to provide necessary accommodations to ensure
they had real opportunities to succeed. Today, that
principle has expanded to embrace everything the company does, meaning it impacts internal and external
business activities. Research has proven that disability
works in the workforce, but now companies are realizing that D&I, including people with disabilities, in practice should lead to better products and services. That
means disability works in the supply chain, as well as
the workforce. Leading companies are using a variety
of focused strategies and employee groups to attract
disabled-owned businesses and businesses that proactively utilize people with disabilities in various capacities.
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Shared Commitment
Building a competitive, sustainable business today
requires more than good business acumen. It requires
a commitment to diversity as one element of Social
Responsibility. Diversity and Inclusion (D&I) once
applied mostly to the workforce, but today it is a commitment to employees, customers and communities,
and the supply chain. The initial concentration has
been on D&I in the supply chain based on gender, race,
and multiculturalism, but this approach excludes the
large diverse population of people with disabilities.
Diverse suppliers are important to the supply chain
many reasons. One is that supply chain diversity gives
a company access to new ideas, products, materials,
and services, and it is a source of innovation. Diverse
suppliers also offer knowledge about and access to
diverse, global, changing and/or growing marketplaces. To realize these advantages requires, first, find-

ing the top, qualified suppliers, and second, developing
a shared commitment so that everyone remains on the
same path. The shared commitment is not just between
the employer and suppliers. The organization as a
whole should have a shared commitment to increase
diversity in every aspect of business activities, including the supply chain.

Engaging All Resources
An organizational culture that proactively supports
diversity will have employees at every level and
involved in every initiative, activity, and project who
actively help business leaders find disabled-owned suppliers or suppliers who employ a substantial number of
people with disabilities. They share the commitment
to Corporate Social Responsibility, sustainability, and
competitive success. Including people with disabilities
in the workforce and diverse suppliers in the supply
chain is not just the right thing to do. It is a competitive
strategy as well. The responsibility for finding qualified
suppliers is not only the responsibility of sourcing and
procurement personnel. It is everyone's responsibility
in a culture of inclusion and acceptance. That means a
variety of resources are engaged in the effort to locate
suppliers who either are owned or managed by a person with a disability or suppliers who have successfully
included people with disabilities in their organizations.
The same resources assist Human Resources with finding qualified people with disabilities as employees and
contracted labor.
Resources include online recruitment and supplier
portals, but that is not nearly enough to accelerate
the inclusion of people with disabilities. In fact, some
highly qualified talent may not have easy access to an
organization's website or portals unless it is disability-friendly. Other resources for building a supply chain
that includes people with disabilities are all Employee
Resource Groups, not just the ERG for people with
disabilities. Additional resources are Tier I and Tier II
suppliers, people responsible for D&I workforce and
supplier initiatives, special teams like those responsible for ensuring the company practices global social
responsibility and sustainability, business partners,
diversity associations like the US Business Leadership
Network (USBLN), supplier conferences, community members, and employees and their families. It is
well-developed networks and a shared commitment
with all stakeholders that strengthen the development
of a supply chain that includes people with disabilities.

Inclusion and Acceptance
It is important that global businesses understand that
inclusion does not mean enabling suppliers in developing economies, or in countries that are known to be
biased against people with disabilities, to take advan-

IT IS A CULTURE OF
D&I THAT SERVES AS
THE FOUNDATION FOR
BUILDING A COMPANY
THAT INCLUDES
EMPLOYEES AND
SUPPLIERS WITH
DISABILITIES BECAUSE IT
MEANS THE COMPANY
HAS GONE BEYOND
ACCOMMODATION.
tage of cheap labor. Social Responsibility includes
ensuring fair labor and business practices for all people
are a core value. For example, there are global suppliers
who operate in 'sheltered workshops' which are actually
factories with exploitative and unsafe working conditions. As U.S. businesses continue to expand globally,
they need to understand the local systems and terminology to ensure social responsibility is truly practiced.
IBM is a corporate leader in supply chain diversity.
The company has a global supplier diversity program
that is centrally driven but relies on its business units in
various geographic locations for real-world implementation. The resources include procurement commodity teams, community relations managers, diversity
program managers, market development executives,
and technical teams. The company developed and
uses various toolkits to assist diverse suppliers, including disabled-owned suppliers, and regularly interacts
with external organizations like the USBLN. To expand
inclusion of people with disabilities, supplier eligibility policies direct that people with disabilities owned
businesses can be 51 percent owned, managed, and
controlled by one or more persons with disabilities, a
service-disabled veteran OR be a supplier that employs
a large number of people with disabilities.
It is a culture of D&I that serves as the foundation
for building a company that includes employees and
suppliers with disabilities because it means the company has gone beyond accommodation. A culture of
acceptance is also necessary so that the D&I of people
and suppliers with disabilities is embraced by everyone
across the company as important to corporate success.
Everyone is proactive in finding talented people and
innovative businesses and helping them flourish. To
develop a supply chain with disabled-owned businesses
requires a shared commitment and collaboration. It also
requires a successful communication system to ensure
recommendations make it to decision-makers and are
not lost in the noise of daily operations.
www.diversityglobal.com
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‘WE WANT EQUAL OPPORTUNITY’
Wells Fargo team members like Stacey Milbern look forward to raising
awareness and celebrating inclusive workplaces during National
Disability Employment Awareness Month in October.

W

hen thinking about people with
disabilities, some people tend to
focus on cures or charity, thinking that the social problem is with the person’s body or mind, said Stacey Milbern.
But what they may not realize is that society itself needs to change; that many places
can still be inaccessible and not inclusive,
she added.
“People with disabilities aren’t looking
for charity,” Milbern said. “We want equal
opportunity. We want to be seen in our entirety.”
Milbern has worked as an accommodations consultant for Wells Fargo’s Corporate Human Resources department in
San Francisco for three years. In her role,
she supports team members and managers
in talking about and providing accommodations people might need at work, like a
sit/stand desk for back pain or time off for
clinical anxiety.
Before working for Wells Fargo, Milbern led leadership and employment programs for disability rights nonprofit organizations. During that time, she realized
that the private sector still had some work
to do bridging gaps for people with disabilities.
According to the U.S. Department of
Labor’s Office of Disability Employment
Policy, the unemployment rate for peo-

ple with disabilities is 8
on the national Disability
percent, compared to 3.5
Equality Index® Best Placpercent for people who do
es to Work list in August
not have disabilities. “It’s
2017 for the second conbarely shifted in the last
secutive year. Milbern said
40 years,” Milbern said. “I
she believes Wells Fargo
felt like if I worked in the
is a leader in hiring people
private sector, I could learn
with disabilities, and cremore about what is needed.
ates awareness and incluThat’s why I came to Wells
sion through its Diverse
Fargo and am passionate
Abilities Team Member
about the work we’re doNetwork, which has 5,200
ing.”
members across the comBeing aware of these
pany.
Wells Fargo team member
statistics and having con“I see our recruiters
Stacey Milbern
versations about them is imactively thinking about
portant, especially during October — Nawhat they need to know for hiring people
tional Disability Employment Awareness
with disabilities, and I see that Wells FarMonth — Milbern said. The campaign,
go understands it makes business sense
promoted by the Department of Labor,
to respond to our client base growing oldhonors the contributions of employees
er and sometimes acquiring disabilities,”
with disabilities and provides education
Milbern said.
about the value of an inclusive workforce.
Milbern and other team members will
“The biggest challenge is that society
participate in multiple events across Wells
doesn’t understand what the barriers are,”
Fargo to recognize National Disability EmMilbern said. “It’s still an inaccessible soployment Awareness Month, resulting in
ciety. October is a great time to engage in
more awareness of disability employment
these conversations around being more inissues. “There will always be people with
clusive of people with disabilities.”
disabilities,” Milbern said. “It’s a natural
Wells Fargo has a commitment to repart of human diversity. If society could
cruit, retain and advance people with disbe more inclusive, that’s a conversation we
abilities, receiving a rating of 100 percent
need to be having.”

GENDER PAY GAP: WHERE DO INDIAN WOMEN STAND RIGHT NOW?
NEWDELHI, India
omen in India – as elsewhere
in the world – usually get the
short shrift when it comes to
gender equality in the workforce and
pay parity, and maybe sometimes we
are to blame. But guess what? Women
are now fighting back – and considering the empirical evidence, we are beginning to see results.
The Monster Salary Index 2016
– the latest from the series released
in March 2017 – shows the bigger
picture: for every Rs. 100 earned by
a male employee for a job in 2016, a
woman earned Rs. 75; in other words,
she earned 25 percent less.

W
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But don’t let that get you down; we
are slowly seeing victories, albeit small
ones. For instance, in 2015, we earned 27
percent less than men; this number was
reduced to 25 percent in 2016. The two
percent shrinkage in the gender pay gap
signifies that income packages for women are getting fatter.
The Highs
n The Monster survey is usually carried
out across eight categories:
n Construction and Technical Consultancy
n Education and Research
n Financial Services, Banking and Insurance

n Healthcare, Care Services and Social

Work

n ICT services
n Legal, Market

Consultancy and
Business Activities
n Manufacturing
n Transport, Logistics and Communication
Apparently, in 2016, the worst-off,
in terms of the pay gap, was the transport, logistics and communication
sector, where women’s earnings were
less than men’s by more than 42 percent. However, believe it or not, women
earned more than men in the education
and research segment – by 3.4 percent!
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BNSF RAILWAY
IS STRIVING
TO ATTRACT,
RETAIN, AND
DEVELOP DIVERSE
"RAILROADERS"
UNDER THE
LEADERSHIP OF AVP
KIM CUMMINGS.
THROUGH ONGOING
INITIATIVES, BNSF
HAS BECOME A
DIVERSITY LEADER
IN A CHALLENGING
INDUSTRY.

KIM CUMMINGS LEADS BNSF RAILWAY
ON A MISSION OF D&I SYNERGY
BY ROBIN BYRD

W

atching the freight trains roll by leads to
thoughts of massive amounts of goods being
transported to parts unknown. While everyone is familiar with trains, they are likely not
familiar with the transformation railway companies have
undergone due to technology. BNSF Railway (BNSF) is
one of the largest rail systems in the country, and has embraced the transformation of its mechanical systems, but
also realized it needed to transform its workforce in order to remain competitive, flexible, and adaptable in the
coming years. One response to the challenge – embedding Diversity & Inclusion (D&I) in the culture in order to
attract a diversity of members of the younger generation.
Under the leadership of Kim Cummings, Assistant Vice
President Human Resources and Diversity, BNSF is strategically strengthening its position in the diversity space
by implementing a variety of initiatives and conversations in the workforce and communities, and working
with educational facilities.

CHOOSING TO BE A RAILROADER

The people keeping the BNSF Railway's freight moving
across a network of rails running from coast to coast and
north to south have never been a more technical workforce than they are today. However, they also need soft
skills because that is how doors are opened for discussion, especially around what D&I means to BNSF. As a
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160-year old company, transforming itself into a modern
company that is attractive to a diversity of millennials
requires a sophisticated approach to D&I. "We have three
goals," explains Kim. "The first goal is to open doors to
diversity to everyone – employees, contractors, and business partners - and be a premier employer in diversity in
every area. The second goal is to give back to communities. The third goal is to develop employees so they
choose to make being a railroader a career."
The BNSF efforts in the D&I space is a fascinating
study of an evolving program in a traditionally conservative industry. One of the many challenges is helping
potential employees overcome the preconceived notions
about careers as a "railroader" which includes a belief
the work is not exciting. In reality, BNSF offers a variety
of positions, many technical, and long-term careers, and
the company wants to diversify its workforce. The company has to excite people in diverse populations, attract
women to non-traditional roles in the field, and sell itself
as a company that has a strong HR career development
program and a supportive culture of diversity.

MISSION OF SYNERGY

Kim's strategy embraces a variety of approaches, all working together to create a culture of D&I. She says "We had
ERGs three years ago, and still have diversity councils
across our network." What I believe we do differently is

WE ARE REINVENTING OURSELVES, AND CONSTANTLY ASKING
HOW WE CAN MAKE A RAILROAD CAREER MORE ATTRACTIVE
TO DIVERSE PEOPLE. — Kim Cummings
collaborate to ensure the diversity discuswith a diverse set of leaders across orgasion is transferred to our field entities. I call
nizational functions, from marketing to
it a mission of synergy. Most of our workmechanical. They get a realistic job preforce works in the field and outside of Texas,
view because the purpose is to hire people
our headquarters state. When we talk about
who will build a career at BNSF. Once on
spreading diversity initiatives, we need
board, new hires who have multi-faceted
knowledgeable field workers." The Diversity
skills and potential are targeted for particular roles in the company and developed
Councils partner with the exempt population
through informal and formal mentoring.
and union representatives, merging leadership groups together to meet the challenges.
The formal mentors represent leaders
In effect, the ERG becomes a BRG, but this
at every salary band from senior leaders to
requires building a value proposition for all
Vice-Presidents. "In practice, everybody
groups, tying in the strategic priorities of what
in the company is expected to be a mentor," says Kim. "We encourage employees
the company does every day so the Diversity
to find someone who is the exact oppoCouncil members and BRGs can promote
site. If someone is in sales, we want the
tangible progress. "We want BRGs to function
person to find someone in finance. If the
like ERGs, using a business purpose to solve
person is in finance, the employee could
a business problem. Having diverse members
find someone in marketing." The matchis critical to meeting this goal," says Kim.
Kim Cummings
ing process is intended to encourage peoKim employs a variety of strategies to creAVP, Human Resources &
ate a culture of acceptance and dialogue. She
ple to explore their area of interest or to
Diversity, BNSF Railway
works closely with the BRGs and Diversity
strengthen areas where skills development is needed. An aspect of the D&I process is matchCouncils to ensure members feel comfortable having open
ing people with different backgrounds so they can learn
conversations about diversity, discrimination, and change.
from each other.
She is a strong believer in educating people in what it feels
like to "walk in my shoes." BRGs play an important role
PREPARING FOR THE FUTURE
because they align people and give them a safe forum to
The type of skills BNSF Railway needs have changed
address issues. Another critical strategy is the alignment of
over time. "We came to realize the programs at K-12 and
HR staffing, recruiting groups, BRGs, and Diversity Councils.
colleges and universities were not preparing people for
the kind of jobs we offer. Locomotives, for example, are
EXACT OPPOSITE
changing due to technology," says Kim, "so we had to
There is also a robust development program for employees
start working with the schools to explain the particular
at all levels. The internship program is open to all employskill sets we needed." BNSF began partnering with uniees when they come onboard and offers a technical and
versities, trade schools, and professional organizations
diversity perspective, explaining the mission of BNSF and
in particular industries like welding, to develop relevant
what the company does. The management trainee program
curriculums.
is the next development level and is open to people who
To be a great leader at BSNF requires the ability to
show leadership potential. Both programs are adapted to
communicate well and to lead with purpose. The leader
people in all geographies in order to connect with a diverse
must have the ability to develop others and to be concerned about other people's needs and careers. Develpool of people. For example, our scholarship program in
opment is a priority. In the D&I space, Kim believes
collaboration with the American Indian Science Engineering Society (AISES) is a great example of our commitment
the strongest leaders are those who have the courage to
to building a more diverse workforce. Partnerships like
speak out for others and are willing to challenge the status quo. "We are reinventing ourselves," explains Kim,
this allow companies to explore more diverse recruitment
"and constantly asking how we can make a railroad
opportunities. "My job is to make sure that what I am offering recruits makes sense from a cultural and family percareer more attractive to diverse people. We have done
spective. We have methodically looked at culture which is
a good job of taking a traditional company and changing the mindset of talking about culture and identifying
something we did not do five years ago. Now we think carefully about each area where we do business," explains Kim.
that culture matters to the bottom line." BNSF Railway
Once someone is recruited, activities in the HR and
may have a long history, but this is a company prepared
D&I space include job shadowing and panel interviews
to succeed today and into the future.
www.diversityglobal.com 19
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BEYOND
COMPENSATION TO
EMPLOYEE
TOTAL
REWARDS
HR POLICIES HAVE TRADITIONALLY REVOLVED AROUND
COMPENSATION, BUT NEW GENERATIONS OF WORKERS
BELIEVE EMPLOYMENT IS ABOUT MORE THAN EARNING
A SALARY. THEY ARE INTERESTED IN TOTAL REWARDS –
EVERYTHING FROM SALARY TO WORK/LIFE BALANCE.

BY LISA TRUMBULL
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Workforce

demographics continue to change. After what seems like a few years of
grappling with understanding millennial preferences, Gen Z is now entering the workforce. A four or five generation workforce presents unique
challenges because each generation is at a different point in life and has
different preferences.
As companies re-evaluate their reward programs, they are taking
advantage of technology and access to data that enables them to capture
employee feedback to design and communicate flexible total rewards programs that create a positive impact.
Total rewards programs are holistic benefits programs that consider
everything from work schedules to compensation to health benefits to
retirement planning. It is a blend of monetary and nonmonetary rewards.
Communicating the total rewards program is key to employee engagement
and utilization.

Total Rewards for a Total Life Experience
PepsiCo is a leader in the area of total rewards. The company used surveys,
feedback to local mangers and roundtable discussions to create its Total
Rewards program. Rewards are not just traditional compensation schedules and health insurance. Each employee demographic group has different preferences and ideas about what makes a good reward for being an
employee.
PepsiCo's Total Rewards program includes pay, health insurance, wellness, retirement, counseling, work/life balance, training, career development, and performance management. It is total rewards for an employee's
total life experience, and PepsiCo relies on technology to connect with and
inform employees.
One of the major advantages of technology is that it lets employees and
employers connect 24/7. Modern workers of all ages
are increasingly used to always-on communication
and learning opportunities. Whereas companies
once held in-person workshops to communicate
employer programs, they now take advantage of
digital technology. Employees can connect to the
company's Total Rewards program via their computers or smartphones to stay informed and to
educate themselves about options.
For example, myHealthHub.pepsico.com gives
access to the employee's Health Services Account,
and employees can utilize TELADOC, access pepbencontacts.com to find important contacts, get
informed about retirement savings plans, request
financial guidance, find companies giving PepsiCo employees discounts and deals, and learn
about Healthy Living Rewards. The Healthy Living Rewards is a well-being program that focuses
on helping employees improve their health, manage stress and increase community involvement.
Employees can earn rewards if they and their
spouses or partners take part in wellness activities
like self-evaluations and health-related quizzes.
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Total rewards
programs are holistic
benefits programs that
consider everything
from work schedules
to compensation to
health benefits to
retirement planning.
Connect and Inform Via
Technology
Data collection and metrics are key to developing an effective communication program.
Employees must be made aware of all the
program options and understand how to use
them to their benefit.
PepsiCo also uses technology to gather
employee insights and feedback from a variety of sources that include employees, Human
Resources professionals, managers, workshop presenters, and others. The information
gleaned from the input is used to improve
programs for the greatest impact, increase
awareness, and improve employee utilization
and engagement.

Delivering excellence through
supplier diversity!
The United States Postal Service is committed to creating and fostering relationships
with a diverse community of suppliers to deliver excellent service to our customers. It’s
how we earned the right to be called “America’s Top Government Agency for Inclusion.”
Our business partners, like us, strive for economic growth, prosperity, and sustainability.
To learn more about business opportunities, contact Supplier Diversity.
Email us: business@usps.gov
Register on our website: http://about.usps.com/suppliers/becoming/registration.htm
Learn more: http://about.usps.com/doing-business/welcome.htm

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

Let’s do business!
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Total rewards is a focal point of a growing number of companies as they
strive to develop compensation and benefits programs that are attractive to
a multigenerational workforce. The ultimate goal of the total rewards program is to improve the organization's ability to attract, retain and motivate
talent.
The risk an organization assumes in adopting this approach is that people will not understand or appreciate the full value of the options, costing
the company money and time with minimal impacts. It is important for
employees to understand the value of the options and the value of assembling a rewards package that fits their personal needs and increases their
happiness, health, and life and work success.

Finding Satisfaction at Work
Communicating a total rewards program is not simple because of the risk
the company will appear to be self-serving or forcing options on employees that they do not particularly want. It is also difficult to convey the
importance of "balance" from the sense that people need to balance mental health, physical health, personal life factors, and work in a way that
enhances a person's life in general. The employer must communicate the
factors that make people choose to go to work because the workplace creates satisfaction.
The global professional services company AON recommends approaching communication of total rewards from the employee value proposition
perspective. The employer should promote the value of the work experience first in order to give total rewards a broad context.
The communication should also draw a correlation between the benefits offered and the personal value each benefit could convey, determined
by the employee's circumstances of culture, economics, family, and personal preferences. Communication should be personalized if it is to attract
each employee, and it should also be consistent and regular. Developing
personalized communication is much easier today because of technology.
Haphazard approaches to implementation are not likely to produce the
desired results. It is a large change process and should be treated as such,
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The ultimate goal of the
total rewards program
is to improve the
organization's ability
to attract, retain and
motivate talent.

meaning the total rewards program needs
top-down support. Getting employee buy-in
is the only way the full value of a total rewards
program can be realized.
Among the businesses that have gained
employee buy-in is Rothschild Gourmet
Foods, which decided to link incentives to
corporate performance as part of its rewards
system. However, it measured only the performance elements that were under the
employees’ control and established a participative governance system in which employees could suggest and implement ideas for
improving organizational measures. This
shows the level of complexity that total
rewards programs can experience.

In the Know
Communication of the total rewards system
should rely more on interactive communication offered on organizational websites and
via smartphones rather than traditional communication venues like policy statements.
Managers should be well-trained and able to
respond to employee questions and to point
out the personalized value of the various
rewards.
Technology plays a key role in managing
total rewards systems in a variety of ways,
including compensation and benefits systems, targeted training and development,
health program costs, and impacts of recognition systems. Younger employees are less
interested in cash payments than in benefits
like work-life balance.
Communicate the vision of the total
rewards system, create a brand, and communicate the intrinsic value of rewards. Success
depends on how well a company is able to
get the message across that the system will
improve employee lives.

HUMAN CAPITAL & STRATEGY-II

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION:
HELPING EMPLOYEES GET ON BOARD

A

		
ny business can implement technology, but a
true digital transformation requires a shift in mindset. It is the
word "transformation" that brings home the fact that utilizing
technology in a way that generates the most advantages requires
a cultural shift in the organization.
Installing new technology is only one step in a change process
in which all people should be engaged and understand the link
between the technology and the organization's mission. People
must embrace the technology as tools that can lead to improved
on-the-job performance, increased connectedness and knowledge of things like benefits and rewards, and a higher quality
customer experience. The communication process that leaders
use is instrumental in the acceptance of technology.

A TRUE DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
BRINGS PROFOUND CHANGE TO AN
ORGANIZATION IN EVERY ASPECT OF
DOING BUSINESS. LEVERAGING THE
CHANGES IN A WAY THAT GENERATES
THE GREATEST POSITIVE IMPACTS
REQUIRES THE RIGHT MINDSET.
BY B EL I N DA J O N ES

BEYOND RAW DATA

Technology is here to stay and has become an integral component of every size and type of business. However, adding the
latest and greatest technology is of benefit only if people in
the organization utilize it in a way that advances the mission,
engages employees, and improves job performance and the customer experience.
For example, adding the ability to collect massive amounts
of data is only useful if there is a way to present the data in an
informative format like a dashboard that enables managers
to produce critical metrics for decision-making. Otherwise,
it is just raw data. The same is true when using technology to
effectively communicate compensation, benefits, and reward
www.diversityglobal.com 25
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The ultimate goal of the total
rewards program is to improve the
organization's ability to attract,
retain and motivate talent.
systems to increase knowledge and utilization of available programs.
Adding new features to existing systems is only beneficial if
people are willing to learn and apply the new features as employees. If people are locked in a mindset in which change is avoided
or they drag their feet when it comes to learning new technology-based initiatives, the business suffers in many ways – derailed
initiatives, poor performance, increased errors, lower level of
customer service, and low ROI are just a few consequences.
There are also missed opportunities to engage employees in programs like health and wellness, retirement options, and a variety
of benefits.

CULTURE OF BUY-IN

People must buy into the company's technology vision and
understand its relationship to the organization's vision and mission. Culture is the backbone of any change because people
determine how well change is accepted, implemented
and supported.
Those who embrace technology as a
change agent embrace it as an opportunity to grow in their jobs and helping
the organization grow as well. They
utilize technology to improve their
lives. The process for developing
the right mindset is similar to the
process for developing a growth
mindset. People must feel safe
in stretching their thinking
and be willing to admit mistakes and to request training as
needed. They must be willing to
ask questions.
People who fear taking the
risk of admitting vulnerabilities
are not likely to embrace change
and will pursue a safe course, which
likely means "business as usual" rather
than progress. It also will probably lead to
low utilization of technology-based systems
that are designed to meet the needs of employees in
areas like retirement planning, wellness programs, feedback
programs, etc.

DEVELOPING A CHANGE MINDSET

There are several steps an organization can take to develop a
change mindset that supports digital transformation.
The research company Gartner recommends four steps, the
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first of which is to create a compelling vision that motivates
employees to embrace change. When people internalize the
concept and importance of digital transformation as crucial to
organizational success, they will accept responsibility for their
roles.
The second recommended step is defining the behavioral
attributes that support the desired mindset for change. Leaders
should identify the types of accomplishments, skills and results
that support the digital transformation.
The third step is implementation of a process that assigns
roles and responsibilities to key people who then become
change ambassadors. Job descriptions, performance metrics,
and training and development systems are updated to incorporate the goals and desired change.
The fourth step is developing and implementing a measurement system to ensure employees understand and embrace the
digital transformation vision.
This four-step process can be applied to any desired change
process, such as implementing a total rewards system.

FORCE FOR POSITIVE CHANGE

The Genpact Research Institute found that digital transformation is more about mindset and supporting strategies than it is
about the technology. The newest technology may be fascinating and enticing, but it is not going to be adopted unless there is
the right culture, management processes, employee
behaviors and understanding of how the technology supports the business mission.
Genpact makes the point that legacy computer systems were suitable for a business environment
in which competitors worked
inside specific industries, key
assets are held within the company, and a few competitors
existed per category. In the
digital environment, everything changes. Competition,
as many industries have discovered, can come from any
direction, computerized assets
are held by outside vendors, and
networks create fluid dynamics.
The culture should enable speed,
empowerment and learning.
Developing a culture that moves
from a "legacy mindset" to a "digital
transformation" mindset involves everything
that makes a business successful – mission, strategies, investments in resources, marketing, customer services, computer systems, talent, leadership style and so on.
Changing a company's culture and the mindset of employees does not happen overnight. It is a process, and the sooner a
company starts, the sooner it can move toward the desired goal
– employees fully engaged in the digital technologies as a force
for positive change and improved competitiveness.
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HUMAN CAPITAL & STRATEGY-III

USING TECHNOLOGY
FOR STRONG AND
CLEAR BENEFITS
COMMUNICATION
A VARIETY OF DIGITAL
TECHNOLOGIES IS AVAILABLE TO
ENHANCE COMMUNICATION OF
BENEFITS AND STRENGTHEN THEIR
VALUE AS A HUMAN CAPITAL INVESTMENT.
COMMUNICATION STRATEGIES ARE KEY TO
EMPLOYEE UTILIZATION.
BY J OSEPH WAR RE N

T

he ideal employer benefits may change over the
decades and through the generations, but all benefit sets, at any point in time, have something in
common. They are one of the top contributors to
employee satisfaction. The caveat is that employees
must know and understand what is available, and they must
take full advantage of the chosen benefits if employees and
employers are to realize their full value. Technology enables
employers to communicate benefits information in a clear and
focused manner, and educate employees to maximize understanding and utilization.
Employers need to develop and implement a communication strategy that makes use of the technologies that best fit the
workplace. Tools include videos, interactive portals, mobile
apps, automated emails, gaming and other technologies. Print
materials can also supplement the technology-based communication.
At the same time, benefits administrators need to ensure
that employees have access to in-person meetings when they
need in-depth clarification, assistance with understanding benefits in relation to personal needs, to discuss something highly
personal.

MULTIPLE COMMUNICATION CHANNELS

The Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM)
advises employers to use multiple communication channels in
recognition of the fact that people assimilate information differently, have communication preferences, and are at different
stages of understanding. For example, a young new hire may be
unfamiliar with benefits terms like major medical and 401(K),
and needs face-to-face meetings at first or more in-depth
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explanations than a long-term baby boomer employee
requires. A millennial may prefer to access a benefits
hub on a smartphone.
SHRM recommends creating a user-friendly benefits hub because it is efficient and informative. The hub
is a website that enables employees to easily connect to
resources and tools on vendor websites, gives employees one site for accessing all employer benefits, and
enables employees to ask questions and provide feedback. A benefits hub also gives 24/7 access, so employees can manage their benefits or close a knowledge gap
at their convenience.
One of the factors that employers must address
is employee response rates. A study of 27 employers
using Flimp interactive video postcards for benefits
enrollment found that employee engagement and
response rates increased when the technology was
implemented. The video postcards enabled employers to announce open enrollment periods, send calls
to action, connect employees to online benefits plan
information and enrollment platforms, and strengthen
the employer brand. The technology also enabled the
employer to collect and analyze data, like viewing
times and responses.
An example of a company relying on multiple
communication channels is Aimia. Headquartered in
Montreal with 4,000 employees in 20 countries, the
company needed to reach 1,400 employees who were
not yet registered in its benefits program. Flimp Media
created two open enrollment overview videos and two
interactive multimedia video postcards. Using technol-

ogy, the company was able to easily communicate its
benefits programs across time zones, and the information was available on smartphones, mobile devices,
and computers.

VALUE THROUGH ENGAGEMENT

Many employees simply do not really understand how
their benefits work. As employers expand their programs to include elements like retirement planning for
different age groups, wellness programs that generate
rewards, flex work schedules, leave time and other
desirable offerings, they need high employee engagement in order to create value.
They also need to close a knowledge gap so that
employees make good decisions and understand the
consequences of those decisions. The knowledge gap
includes lack of understanding of insurance terminology, supplemental health insurance options, disability
insurance, tax consequences of retirement plans, family coverage, relationship of wellness programs to job
performance, and so on.
Using clear and concise language in all communications – printed and digital – is critical to employee
engagement. Technology enables employees to input
personal factors like age and lifestyle to obtain personalized recommendations. If the employee does not
understand a recommendation, the employer should
have an easily accessible system for asking questions
or requesting a meeting with benefits experts via
online video calling or in-person appointments. Offering online support is another engagement strategy.
Communicating benefits programs is more complex today than in the past because the workplace is
multigenerational and multicultural.
There are four aspects to digital benefits
communication, with one being that employees
need efficient communication systems as a minimum, and the ability to collaborate when benefits
programs include rewards systems like the one
Achievers offers.
Another factor is the selection of digital tools
that best support the organization's workforce.
Each organization has a unique workforce, operations model, and one or more physical locations.
The third aspect is minimizing risks and
ensuring compliance with local, regional, and/or
country laws. Keeping employee personal information confidential and secure is critical. There
must be a governance structure in place to ensure
the benefits communication system remains viable and secure.
Finally, employers should measure results.
The ideal benefits systems enable employees to
use an interactive tool to customize their benefits
package and a two-way communication tool that
gives them the ability to get specific answers.

FINALLY, EMPLOYERS SHOULD MEASURE
RESULTS. THE IDEAL BENEFITS SYSTEMS
ENABLE EMPLOYEES TO USE AN
INTERACTIVE TOOL TO CUSTOMIZE THEIR
BENEFITS PACKAGE AND A TWO-WAY
COMMUNICATION TOOL THAT GIVES THEM
THE ABILITY TO GET SPECIFIC ANSWERS.
MAKE THE COMMUNICATION APPEALING

The benefits communication content also needs to be appealing
to specific users. A one-size-fits-all approach is likely not going
to engage the highest number of employees.
The language should be easy to understand and reflect the
corporate brand and culture. For example, some companies
have a light-hearted, laid-back culture, so employees will expect
creative websites and programs. Other companies have a more
serious culture, so formal presentations are more in tune. The
important point is that employers should present information in
a way that is most appealing to the targeted audience.
It is challenging to engage all employees in a benefits system.
Employers need an ongoing strategy that puts the information
in front of employees when they want it and in an understandable format.
In the past, benefits were presented as one big standard
package to employees, but today, flexible benefits are recruiting and retention tools as much as they are engagement tools.
Benefits play a big role in employer responses to changing
demographics, so getting the highest level of participation and
generating the greatest amount of satisfaction is an imperative.
The way benefits are communicated is one of the primary determinants as to whether they produce the desired results.
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2018 Top 10 Champions of
Global Diversity Build Strong Networks
As globalization grows deeper roots in the business environment, it presents the
ideal opportunity to accelerate progress in Diversity & Inclusion across cultures.
The Top 10 Influential Women in Global Diversity are leading the way to success.

G

lobalization of the business environment is
now so entrenched that even small businesses
compete on a global basis. It is a complex
proposition because different cultural norms
and perspectives on diversity drive the level of acceptance of Diversity and Inclusion (D&I) as a core business
value and determine the type of programs likely to be
successful. The 2018 Top 10 Champions of Global Diversity have proven leadership in this complex business
setting, utilizing a variety of strategies to build support
at home followed by rolling out D&I initiatives that best
fit the organization's global workforce, supply chain, and
communities of operation.
DiversityGlobal is pleased to introduce the 2018 Top
10 Champions of Global Diversity because these are the
people bringing D&I to life through the development and
implementation of successful, customized programs.
They are women with extensive business experience who
are using their knowledge and expertise to forge new
ground in the diversity space. The women are passionate
about giving diverse people and businesses opportunities, delivering economic benefits to communities, and
creating a world in which equality is a principal embraced
by all.
The 10 women who are recognized this year demonstrate that successful D&I programs require innovative thinking and creative approaches. They work for a
diverse set of companies which proves that D&I is applicable to every type of business. Their unique approaches
to embedding diversity as a core value which requires
strong action have led to organizations that serve as models of success. The women bring a vision of equality and
opportunities for everyone to their jobs at MetLife, Pitney Bowes, SAP Japan, Hershey Co., Thomson Reuters,
Praxair, Eli Lilly, Merck, Pandora, and L3 Technologies.
It is exciting to see such recognizable corporate names
taking the lead. It was just as exciting to see new industries, like internet music, join the effort. It is proof that
Diversity and Inclusion as a critical global business success strategy is increasingly recognized.
The 2018 Top 10 Champions of Global Diversity have
introduced a number of new approaches in the past year,
but they have a common theme: Relationship building.
The women leaders understand the importance of net-

working to leveraging the power of diverse people and
suppliers in order to develop and expand D&I. Young
programs implemented within the last couple of years
begin with building support internally at the executive level to drive the building of a D&I, eliminate
systemic barriers, and encourage accountability at
lower management levels. Well-established programs
focused on taking D&I as a core organizational value
to cross-functional global operations.
Networking strategies are designed to fit the organization and meet the needs of stakeholders. They
include addressing cultural nuances and responding to
specific customer needs, launching a series of Minority
and Women's Business Networks creating executive
level diversity counsels around the world, focusing
programming on the particular needs within a country, establishing Employee and/or Business Resource
Groups, utilizing data analytics to relate measures of
D&I to financial performance, forging relationships
with key educational institutions and diversity-based
organizations, developing multi-year strategic plans,
and hosting internal and community forums.
The award winners are, above all, courageous
straight talkers who do not shy away from difficult
conversations. They each encourage honest input
about the internal and external barriers to Diversity
and Inclusion because that is the only way they can
develop successful approaches to overcoming those
barriers. They are change agents who thoughtfully
develop D&I programs and continually adapt to meet
challenges. Taking D&I global requires a deep understanding of the importance of forming strategic networks of diversity champions who can work within
specific cultures while also establishing cross-cultural
relationships.
DiversityGlobal Magazine invites readers to
review the profiles of the 2018 Top 10 Champions of
Global Diversity with thoughtfulness as to how the
strategies are applicable to their companies. The fact
is that embedding Diversity and Inclusion as a global
core value requires the assistance of every company
and every business leader. There is plenty of room for
everyone who cares about creating a world of equal
opportunities.
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Chief Human Resources Officer and
Senior Vice President of Worldwide
Marketing and Investor Relations

Ruth Cotter Leads AMD in Establishing
Multi-Voice Culture

R

uth Cotter, the Chief Human Resources Officer and Senior Vice President of
Worldwide Marketing and Investor Relations for AMD, has demonstrated
exceptional leadership in the development of the organization's multi-voice
culture which empowers people to do their best work together in an inclusive environment. Her leadership led to enhanced parental leave benefits, up-leveled
HR policies and benefits for LGBTQ+ employees, embedded diversity and inclusion
elements in all learning and development programs, and the creation of Employee
Resource Groups. AMD achieved a 100 score on the Human Rights Campaign's Corporate Equality Index for two years in a row.
Cotter challenges the status quo by asking deeper questions and encouraging differing perspectives. She models and encourages her team to have a forward-thinking,
learning mindset. Cotter attributes the successful culture of respect and belonging to
the embedding of D&I principles into day-to-day experiences, employees being willing to bring their whole and best selves to work, and putting D&I at the forefront of
internal and external communication efforts. She is always willing to engage in-person with teams and leaders to build trust.

Favorite Quote:
“Raise your hand.” A whole new adventure and journey awaits when we step up and raise
our hand. So many of us wait for the right time and circumstances to take on a project or
to provide the perfect solution. But, what are the odds of that right moment happening?
Getting out of our comfort zone and stretching our capabilities are fundamental to
learning more about the world around us and growing ourselves. - Ruth Cotter
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INCLUSION MEANS INNOVATION
No one ever changed the world with the status quo. That’s why we foster a culture
of diversity and respect—because the future of thought leadership depends on it.
AMD.com

© 2018 Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. All rights reserved. AMD and the AMD Arrow logo and combinations thereof, are trademarks of Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.
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Kathleen Navarro

Vice President and Chief Diversity Officer

Kathleen Navarro Brings People
Together at New York Life

A

s the Vice President and Chief Diversity Officer for New York Life, Kathleen
Navarro's approach to diversity is to build a strong foundation that embeds diversity and inclusion throughout an employee’s career. She believes
the success that New York Life has achieved in diversifying its workforce is
due to a comprehensive approach focusing equally on representation and belonging.
Best practices differentiating the company include innovative employee campaigns
to encourage authenticity and promote appreciation for the value of each other's
differences.

In 2017, Navarro implemented #InclusionMatters which incorporated an interactive learning solution to help employees connect, learn about unconscious bias,
and share stories of inclusion. The 2018 initiative is #BeYourself, which encourages employees to bring their authentic selves to work. Navarro is proud of the very
successful ongoing "Coming Together" program her team launched in 2016. The
program creates a safe forum for dialogue concerning sensitive and challenging issues, like hate crimes and racial anxiety. Speakers, sponsored research and a toolkit
round out this robust program.

Favorite Quote:
“My mission in life is not merely to survive, but to thrive; and to do so with some
passion, some compassion, some humor, and some style.”
— Maya Angelou
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Rainbow Push Coalition
Dr. Joseph Bryant Develops Innovative Inclusion Programs for Rainbow PUSH

A

s the National Sports Director for the Rainbow Push Coalition, Dr. Joseph Bryant, Jr. serves as a liaison to the sports industry, developing empowering opportunities in a platform deemed by the Rev.
Jesse Jackson as “Life beyond the playing field”. He developed several innovative platforms that
connect the mission of Rainbow PUSH, sports, and technology for minority youth and adults nationwide.
The SPORTSTECH platform provides integration with the sports industry to create engagement, training
and employment opportunities. The SPORTSTECH 2020 initiative will host GAME CHANGER showcase
events around the country to executives, business owners, and other stakeholders to provide high visibility;
engage athletes as participants; provide networking opportunities; introduce potential employment and
job training opportunities; and provide interactive and educational experiences for youth and students.

Dr. Joseph Bryant Jr.
National Sports Director

Dr. Bryant also created the focused FAITHTECH 2020 program within the broader PUSHTECH 2020
initiative. This program is focused on engaging churches in marginalized communities around the technology theme. FAITHTECH2020 is working to bring digital equity to communities that are largely comprised
of people excluded from economic progress. He utilizes the churches to provide STEM, coding, computer,
and mobile technology training. The program also assists churches with administration and outreach.

Swiss Re
Maria Stolfi Develops Unified D&I Function at Swiss Re

I

n her role as Global Head of Diversity, Inclusion & Employee Engagement for Swiss Re, Maria Stolfi
strategically integrated several key initiatives to establish a powerful diversity and inclusion platform.
The unified design of a new employee value proposition, employer brand, employee engagement
approach and D&I strategy created horizontal and vertical alignment. Stolfi and her team persevered
through difficult challenges in order to transform D&I from a siloed function to a strategic global practice.
Stolfi's achievements include the design and implementation of a female sponsorship program, a D&I
talent analytics tool, a global LGBTI+ initiative, and embedding D&I across the end to end talent management lifecyle. Stolfi implemented several best practices; a global D&I 'gap analysis' using a state of the art
benchmarking tool, onsite and virtual 'Gender Intelligence Dialogues' run by D&I Champions on International Women's Day and the EDGE (Economic Dividends for Gender Equality) certification of Swiss Re's
Zurich headquarters.

Maria Stolfi
Global Head of Diversity,
Inclusion & Employee
Engagement

Favorite Quote: “If you're not actively including, you're excluding.” — Maria Stolfi

UPS
Susan Schmidlkofer Connects with BRGs to Meet UPS Employee Needs

S

usan Schmidlkofer, Director of Global Workforce Diversity & Inclusion for UPS, has a passion for supporting UPS employees through Business Resource Groups (BRGs). UPS has more than 190 chapters
around the world across 10 different constituencies. Working with the BRGs has been a key strategy for developing and maintaining a culture of teamwork and diversity, and for diverse employee skills
development. The company's most senior leaders serve as BRG executive sponsors, making them important groups for building an inclusive culture. Schmidlkofer actively supports the organization's Diversity
& Inclusion Steering Council which sets and supports strategies for the company and stakeholders, while
serving as visible champions for diversity and inclusion.
Schmidlkofer developed a publication to celebrate UPS's rich 110-year history of diversity and inclusion. "A Legacy of Diversity: Living an Inclusive Culture" beautifully highlights the company's milestones
and illustrates the company's road ahead. Her global D&I strategy is built on UPS ability to increasingly
connect customers, suppliers, employees and communities. She has been a true force for increasing UPS
cultural sensitivity and competence around the world.

Susan Schmidlkofer
Director of Global Workforce
Diversity and Inclusion

Favorite Quote: “I am grateful for the opportunity to help drive a more diverse and inclusive
workplace at UPS. A tireless passion and simply caring about others is what continues to help
me push myself and my organization to keep striving for more. Our work truly matters.”
— Susan Schmidlkofer
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The Estée Lauder Companies
Marilu Marshall is Driving Force for I&D at The Estée Lauder Companies

I

Marilu Marshall
Senior Vice President,
Executive Management
and Chief Inclusion &
Diversity Officer

n her role as Senior Vice President, Executive Management and Chief Inclusion & Diversity Officer for
The Estee Lauder Companies, Marilu Marshall leverages her passion for inclusion & diversity (I&D)
as a driving force in cultivating and embracing individual differences. She has developed many unique
I&D initiatives that include hosting a Global I&D Summit attended by more than 80 global employees and
sponsoring a Global I&D week to highlight the achievements of Employee Resource Groups (ERGs) in the
I&D space. These initiatives are important to an overall program to create an inclusive environment across
the enterprise and to raise awareness of inclusion and diversity as a value proposition.
Marshall attributes her passion for inclusion to her Cuban parents who taught her to value and appreciate differences of others. She embraces this philosophy as a leadership strength today. To drive I&D globally across The Estée Lauder Companies’ five business regions, Marshall oversees 22 ERGs around the
world with a focus on business alignment projects, professional development and networking, and philanthropy. Her team also facilitates a global and local educational workshop series to raise awareness of the
value of I&D.
Favorite Quote: “What counts in life is not the mere fact that we have lived. It is what difference
we have made to the lives of others that will determine the significance of the life we lead.”
									 — Nelson Mandela

Boehringer Ingelheim
Nancy Di Dia influences the growth of Female Representation at
Boehringer Ingelheim

N
Nancy Di Dia
Executive Director,
Chief Diversity &
Inclusion Officer

ancy Di Dia is the Executive Director, Chief Diversity & Inclusion Officer, Americas, Boehringer
Ingelheim USA. Under her leadership and vision, the company has grown representation of females
at the director level and above from 16 percent to 42 percent over the last 10 years. Nancy helped
achieved these results through several steps, beginning with an assessment of the culture and opportunities for women in leadership. This was followed by immersing and educating senior leadership on the challenges women face. The effort led to the development of three specific programs for women in leadership;
changes to benefits programs like expanded parental leave; and more agility in mobility internationally.
Di Dia attributes the success of diversity and inclusion in the organization to developing a culture of
belonging, inclusiveness, and the ability of people to do work they find exciting and provides purpose and
meaningful outcomes. She builds relationships to develop trust. Nancy is an ICF international credentialed
and certified Executive Coach. She is also an active member of the advisory board of Hidden Brain Drain
Task Force and the Center for Talent Innovation.
Favorite Quote: “Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can change
the world; indeed, it's the only thing that ever has.” — Margaret Mead

Kraft Heinz
Stacey Johnson Engages Kraft Heinz Employees through Learning & Development

Stacey Johnson
Senior Manager,
Leadership and Inclusion

As the Senior Manager of Leadership and Inclusion for Kraft Heinz, Stacey Johnson focuses on engaging
global employees in capability development so they can succeed in the company's culture of ownership and
meritocracy. In 2017, Johnson worked with senior leaders to establish a company-wide leadership capability model.
In 2016, Johnson established the company's diversity and inclusion program, launching six Business
Resource Groups (BRGs) to engage and develop employees across the U.S. She works closely with the BRGs
to develop initiatives to enhance talent recruitment, learning and development, and workplace inclusion
efforts. Initiatives include partnering with the Kraft Heinz Employee Benefits team to expand its parental
leave policy and participating in the Chicago Pride Parade with the iconic Oscar Mayer Wienermobile, to
name two. Johnson is currently working on expanding business resource efforts in Canada and Europe.
Johnson believes the culture of meritocracy is a driving force for attracting diverse talent. She also
names ongoing learning and development as an investment that enables professional growth of the workforce. “Ownerversity" is the company’s corporate training platform that provides continuous learning
opportunities for employees so people may excel and grow at their own pace.
Favorite Quote: A Culture of Meritocracy: Ownership is a key tenet of our culture. At Kraft Heinz,
we treat every dollar as if it were our own. Our employees think and act like owners of the business, regardless of function, level, title or life. — Stacey Johnson
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Unilever North America
Mita Mallick is Change Maker at Unilever NA

A

s the Head of Diversity, Employer Brand and Cross Cultural Marketing for Unilever North America,
Mita Mallick is known as a change maker, challenging the status quo to improve opportunities for
diverse people. Under her leadership, Unilever has been recognized for a number of achievements,
including being named for the first time in 2017 a Top Ten Company for Working Mothers by Working
Mother Media. These results were produced as a result of a series of actions that include adding a measuring system for talent placement, transforming the women's network GALvanize to increase involvement,
offering flexible work arrangements, and adding benefits and leave options to support parental needs.
To achieve a cultural transformation, Mallick first assessed the employee engagement, development,
and progressive company policies in conjunction with listening to employees express their ideas and needs.
Using analytics and insights, managers are able to develop a strong understanding of their workforce so
they can support employees at every life stage. Mallick deeply believes that employees should feel free to
voice their opinions and to bring their full selves to work.

Mita Mallick
Head of Diversity,
Employer Brand
and Cross Cultural
Marketing

Favorite Quote: “I've learned that people will forget what you said, people will forget what you
did, but people will never forget how you made them feel." — Maya Angelou

Service which is rendered without joy helps neither
the servant nor the served. But all other pleasures
and possessions pale into nothingness before service
which is rendered in a spirit of joy. — Mahatma Gandhi

Viacom
Marva Smalls Implements Best-in-Class D&I Initiatives at Viacom

M

arva Smalls, the Executive Vice President, Global Head of Inclusion Strategy, Viacom and the
Executive Vice President of Public Affairs and Chief of Staff, Nickelodeon, expanded Viacom's
diversity and inclusion program on a global basis and strengthened the company's commitment
to D&I on all levels. Viacom's CEO and Smalls co-chair the Global Inclusion Advisory Council, a group
consisting of division COOs and senior brand leaders with the mission to foster an environment of inclusiveness and belonging, while holding leadership accountable for creating, developing, promoting and
championing a diverse, multicultural workforce.
Smalls oversees a global portfolio of initiatives designed to create a stronger pipeline of diverse talent
on the screen, behind the camera, and in Viacom’s workforce. This includes championing eight Employee
Resource Groups in 12 cities around the world. While Viacom is one size fits all in its commitment to D&I,
Smalls’s group thinks locally about issues to realize that commitment – creating a distinctive “glocal” D&I
approach.

Marva Smalls
Executive Vice President,
Global Head of
Inclusion Strategy

Favorite Quote: "First they came for the Socialists, and I did not speak out - Because I was not
a Socialist. Then they came for the Trade Unionists, and I did not speak out - Because I was not
a Trade Unionist. Then they came for the Jews, and I did not speak out - Because I was not a
Jew. Then they came for me - and there was no one left to speak for me." — Martin Niemöller
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Special Feature
GLOBAL WOMEN–I

Helping India's Village Women
with the Exquisite Designs of

Farah Shawls

Farah Shawls are designed
and handmade by India's
village women, helping
them rise out of poverty and
bring cultural changes. The
beauty of the shawls is only
achieved through the power of
entrepreneurship.
BY PAUL LACHHU

T

he word "shawl" in Western countries
tends to evoke an image of a frail elderly
woman trying to find warmth. Farah
Khan, the Founder and Director of Kashmir Krafts, would never understand
that limited image because her private brand label
Farah Shawls products are exquisite, hand embroidered or hand woven shawls, scarves and stoles
that are worn by women who appreciate beauty,
creativity, and high quality in textiles. The intricate
designs are produced by women artisans in India
who are in great need of employment because they
are either living in poverty, or are war widows or
domestic abuse victims, and all only needed someone to believe in their potential. Farah is passionate
about helping other women by utilizing her passion
for textiles, but to do so, she has had to overcome
enormous challenges herself that included lack
of capital, working in a war zone, accessing local
women in rural villages where there are no roads,
and learning entrepreneurial skills.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP TAKES ROOT

Farah's story is proof that one person who perseveres really can make a difference in the lives of
others. She is from India and has adored textiles
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Farah Khan

Founder and Director of Kashmir Krafts

since she was a child. However, she grew up in a
very conservative family and that means never
getting an opportunity for professional employment or to learn about entrepreneurship. She was
quite young when she married an army officer
while living in Kashmir, and it is in Kashmir where
the entrepreneurial drive - a quality she did not
consciously recognize she possessed because of
her background - found solid ground. "In Kashmir,

I learned the nuances of making beautiful embroideries, scarves, and other textiles," she explains. "I
had two small children and no money, but I started
exhibiting my work in local exhibitions."
That was all it took. She was invited to Atlanta
to exhibit her textiles. It was Farah's first introduction to global marketing, and a whole new world of
travel and networking was opened to her. Today,
the annual Global Summit of Women is never
missed. To fully appreciate her success, it is important to understand the difficult challenges she faced
as an entrepreneurial Indian woman. In her words,
"When I first started the business 15 years ago, our
culture did not approve of women traveling overseas and leaving their children at home. I was frequently asked how I could leave my family, and the
pressure came from my family and my husband's
family. I had financial difficulties, too." She was
also living and working in a war zone where her life
was put in danger many times. Farah overcame the
challenges, continuing the international travel and
producing beautiful handmade products.

SHAWLS FOR WOMEN
AROUND THE WORLD

Farah Shawls' products are very special. There are
unique designs, fine embroideries, and the best
silk or wool. Everything that goes into the shawls
is pure and beautiful. Farah has developed a universal product line. "Shawls are a fashion item that
women of all ages from all countries and of all colors like to wear. I now sell shawls in the U.S., UK,
European Union and Indian markets." That is just
the beginning of the story.
Asked about what she
gives back to the community, she first talks appreciatively about what she
"In Kashmir, I learned
has received from socithe nuances of making
ety. Farah accredits the
beautiful embroideries,
recognition and support
scarves, and other
from prestigious groups
like the Global Summit
textiles. "I had two small
of Women and the Indian
children and no money,
Army Organization as
but I started exhibiting
major factors in her
my work in local
success. She is the only
exhibitions."
woman who has operated
Farah Khan
a commercial store in the
Indian Army Command
Headquarters, and her
customers included a host of army, navy and air
force dignitaries. "Now I want to give back to society so other women have opportunities to improve
their economic status and strengthen their families," says Farah.

EMPOWERING WOMEN

Empowerment is an action word for Farah. Approximately four years ago, Farah began working with
women in local villages, training them and army war
widows on strategies for starting small embroidery
businesses. This is not an easy task because most of
the Indian villages are extremely poor and have no
roads, no electricity, and no public transportation.
Other than walking, bicycles and scooters are the
primary modes of transportation, and neither are
affordable for poverty stricken women. "I support
these women by offering training and educational
seminars on business, health and hygiene; providing them an outlet for their products; and helping
them join government organizations that offer
assistance selling directly to the market," explains
Farah. The women producing the exquisite shawls
can sell to Farah Shawls or sell directly to the buyers
that Farah brings to the villages.
Farah sells through the India Mart as well as
online and at exhibitions and trade fairs. She had
her beautiful shawls on display at the Global Summit of Women conference. Farah Shawls employs
300 registered artisans and 600 artisans who are
not registered. Employment brings stability to
family relationships and hope to families living in
extreme poverty. That explains Farah's long term
goal of opening a resource center which will have
all the facilities the women artisans need to success. "It will be a place where they find child care,
food, and opportunities to learn about designs and
to bring their own innovative designs," says Farah.
She envisions owning buses and picking the women
up at their homes and taking them home at the end
of the work day.

DO NOT BE DISHEARTENED

All these plans take money, one of the top challenges
to pursuing goals. Yet, Farah's practical perspective
should inspire all who let challenges stop them from
reaching their dreams. "Things have been difficult
for women for a long time, but women should not be
disheartened," says Farah. She continues, "Recognize that men and women are different, but women
are just as capable of making their living, doing special things, being strong, building businesses, and
keeping families intact." Her perspective reflects
her extensive international travel during which she
has met many women from different countries. She
has learned a lot from them and continues to learn
about the needs of women, technology, methods
for improving designs, and much more. She also
empowers herself by completing courses online.
Farah is a remarkable woman who has overcome
enormous odds to develop a successful business
with cultural relevance. She is truly an inspiration.
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MINORITIES IN STEM

COMMUNITY COLLEGES IMPORTANT TO
DIVERSIFYING STEM WORKFORCE
Community colleges play a unique role in the educational system because
their traditional student body is heavily inclusive of minorities, women and
the economically disadvantaged. Now they are seen as important sources for
diversifying the STEM educational and workforce pipelines.
BY MALIBU KOTHARI

A

persistent perspective in the U.S. is that community colleges are "second-class" higher education
facilities. Some believe that people attend these
colleges when they are unable to afford a "real
college" or do not believe they cannot succeed in a fouryear college program. Their traditional student population
is viewed as minorities, the disabled, the economically
disadvantaged, and those who want to pursue a two-year
degree or certificate in something other than science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM).
So it may be surprising to learn that the Alabama Community College System partnered with the Manufacturing
Skills Standards Council to offer the industry credentials
to students who will become STEM employees in the auto
industry.
Diversifying the STEM educational pipeline and the
STEM workforce are proving to be major challenges, and
part of the solution lies with community colleges. They
have a diversified student body preparing for 21st century
work and can become a major source of diverse students
interested in STEM.

EDUCATING A DIVERSE STEM WORKFORCE

The Community College Research Center tracks community college enrollments and other statistics. In fall 2016, 36
percent of all undergraduate students attended community
colleges. Forty-nine percent of the students who completed
a four-year degree during the 2015-2016 school year were
enrolled in a two-year community college in the prior year.
The demographics of community college students are
where it becomes apparent the community colleges can
play a crucial role in encouraging minority, women, and
disadvantage students to choose STEM studies and/or
careers. Of the students enrolled in any college in 2010,
48.5 percent of black students and 50.8 percent of Hispanic students started at two-year colleges. In fall 2014, approximately 56 percent of Hispanic college students were
enrolled at community colleges, and 44 percent of black
students were enrolled in community colleges. Of the students coming from families with incomes of $32,000 or
less, 57 percent chose community colleges.
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THE DEMOGRAPHICS OF
COMMUNITY COLLEGE STUDENTS
ARE WHERE IT BECOMES
APPARENT THE COMMUNITY
COLLEGES CAN PLAY A CRUCIAL
ROLE IN ENCOURAGING MINORITY,
WOMEN, AND DISADVANTAGE
STUDENTS TO CHOOSE STEM
STUDIES AND/OR CAREERS.

Community colleges are becoming the hope for filling millions of the
STEM jobs available, especially in industries like manufacturing and technology. Couple this with the fact that
racially/ethnically diverse groups and
women are the fastest growing U.S.
populations in the workforce, and the
Alabama manufacturing skills education-industry partnership and programs are critical to filling skills gaps
with diverse people.
The challenge is getting students interested and keeping them in programs.
Many community college students are
ill-prepared in high school for taking on
college-level math and science courses.
Lawson State Community College
has tackled this particular issue in
several ways. One is by hosting several STEM programs that include a high
school STEM enrichment program, a
STEM bridge program, and a STEM Scholar and Learning
Community Program. Lawson also offers the 2-Pi STEM
program which partners with the National Science Foundation's Historically Black Colleges and University Undergraduate Program to improve the quality or preparedness
of HBCU's STEM students.
The U.S. Department of Education is also addressing
the importance of encouraging diverse students to pursue
STEM education and careers. The "Stem Resources for
Community Colleges" offers a wealth of information about
minority student opportunities, scholarships, internships,
and careers at agencies like the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, U.S. Department of Agriculture, NASA, the Smithsonian, and the Department of Energy.

SEAMLESS CONTINUITY UPSTREAM
AND DOWNSTREAM IN EDUCATION

It is exciting to recognize that inclusion is a key element of
any plan to fill the STEM pipeline.
The College of Education at Illinois understands the
importance and wants more diverse students transferring
from community colleges into its STEM programs. Studies
have found low transfer rates by women and men of color.
The college also found that women of color and diverse
transfer students in STEM face isolation, discrimination,
feelings of not belonging, financial aid concerns, and low
self-confidence. An Illinois college study of student behaviors in STEM disciplines led them to the conclusion that
schools must ensure seamless continuity between segments of higher education, and educational facilities must
focus on the crucial needs of diverse students and their perceptions of transfer readiness.
Increasingly, community colleges are being asked to
lead the way in STEM education. Given their demograph-

ics, it makes sense. Community colleges can work upstream and downstream.
This means that community colleges can partner with
elementary and high schools downstream to increase exposure to STEM learning by offering campus visits, handson participation in lab-based work, mentoring, support for
science fairs, and other activities. They can also work with
the schools to assist them with developing curriculums
that encourage diverse student interest in STEM subjects
and better lays the educational foundation they need to
succeed in college. One of the issues that high schools and
community colleges must work together to overcome is the
large number of community college students needing remedial courses in math and science before they can seriously begin their community college program curriculums.
Upstream, community colleges can partner with universities and colleges to improve their own curriculums
and the transfer process from two-year to four-year institutions. However, as pointed out earlier, many students can
get high paying jobs by participating in workforce training
programs like robotics, radiation technology and engineering technology. At every step, community colleges can also
partner with local STEM businesses and associations, like
the Alabama community college system did to ensure a
supply of STEM workers.
Clearly, community colleges must be integrally involved in the process of increasing the participation of minorities and women in STEM higher education programs
and the STEM workforce pipeline. Also clear is the fact
that the entire school system, from elementary school to
post-graduate education facilities, also have critical roles.
Only by working together can the perception that STEM careers are not friendly to minorities and women be changed.
Community colleges have transformed into institutions
taking a central role in supplying the U.S. labor force with
workers who have the right skills in the age of STEM.
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BY ANNA GONSALVES

Special Feature
GLOBAL WOMEN–II

NATURE WELLNESS VILLAGE
TAKES HOLISTIC SPA EXPERIENCE TO NEW LEVEL
Moving the body towards wellness is the
primary goal of Nature Wellness Village.
The spa experiences offered clients are
built on the power of natural healing.

O

ther women have started spas, but it is safe to say
there are probably none like the Nature Wellness
Village. Not surprising since it was started by the
founding President of the Spa Association of the
Philippines, Catherine Brillantes-Turvill. Her remarkable
story is one of determination, the ability to grasp opportunities, and continual personal learning and improvement that
she passes on to her clients through education and services. In
addition to the unique spa, her and her husband established
Nurture Farmacy, an organic farm that produces some of the
superfoods served at the spa in one form or another. The holistic operation offers clients a full experience to rejuvenate
the body, mind, and spirit, and business success is largely due
to the Catherine's never-ending quest for knowledge, her interest in new detoxification and rejuvenation techniques, and
her willingness to embrace natural therapies that are as ancient as mankind. She has also maintained a distinctly Filipino setting which only enhances a visit to this delightful spa.

SEEKING SOLACE AND BALANCE
Fifteen years ago, Catherine had to get away to find solace
and balance because she was going through a difficult time
in her life. During her trip, she had a massage, and realized
that she could start a spa and offer people the same kind of
destination that offers harmony and healing. Starting small
with four employees, the spa has expanded over the years. It
now offers all the services expected at a spa, like massages
and facials, but it also offers wellness. The Nurture Wellness
Village offers accommodations, healthy food, trained therapists and a certified nutritionist, use of many local products
and natural essential oils, and specialty services like detoxification and weight loss.
Speaking to Catherine at the Global Summit of Women
conference, she said, "In the Philippines you are allowed
to practice complementary medicine, whereas many other
countries do not. At one point, Dr. Samuel Dizon, a medical
doctor practicing complementary medicine, visited the spa
and realized it could help his patients by providing better
accommodations and holistic services." He asked if he could
bring his nurses and work with his patients in her spa, and
Catherine agreed. The change in the patients from when
they arrived pale and sick, to when they left, feeling healthy
and happy, was remarkable.

"THERE IS A LACK OF APPRECIATION FOR NATURAL REMEDIES AMONG THE MEDICAL
COMMUNITY. MANY ARE SKEPTICAL AND CYNICAL. WHAT IS SO WRONG ABOUT
GOING BACK TO THE PLANTS BECAUSE MEDICINES ACTUALLY TRY TO MIMIC THE
PLANTS? PLANTS HAVE NO SIDE EFFECTS AND ARE 100% SAFE."
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A JOURNEY TOWARDS WELLNESS

Catherine saw the opportunity and pursued it, embarking on a
journey to discover all she could about wellness. She explains,
"I visited the Living Foods Institute in Atlanta, but it did not
offer much theory. So I went to Harvard and attended a training program on natural medicine. I also studied the works of
specialists like Dr. Andrew Weil." Catherine studied at the
National Wellness Institute and attended the conference of
the College of Lifestyle Medicine. Everything she attended
was focused on the power of natural healing. It was a threeyear journey from spa to wellness. As if that was not impressive enough, she recently became a chef so she could prepare
healthy delicious food and is a certified Corporate Wellness
Specialist. She is also a certified international therapist.
"I am a change management person in the wellness industry," explains Catherine. She has found it is not easy to get
people to think in terms of wellness. One of the reasons she
got into corporate wellness is because it offers a chance to create a culture of wellness for a group of people rather than one
by one. People who visit the spa find they can regain peace of
mind and spirit. Whether booking a group or an individual, the
spa experience offers everything a person could want, including natural aromatherapy, Filipino versions of massage, wraps
to pull out toxins, steam, foot therapy, yoga, acupuncture, and
other services. Clients can stay a day, a few days, or a week.
No doubt it is difficult to leave whether staying hours or days.
Since the Nurture Wellness Village is about wellness and
not just a spa treatment, visitors can enjoy different kinds of
cuisine as well. The difference between this spa and others
serving "wellness foods" is that there are no exclusive diets.
For example, there is no 100 percent vegetarian diet. "If I tell
people they can only eat vegetables, they are unhappy. So
I serve meat, but remove as much fat as possible. Any food
served is prepared as healthy as possible" says Catherine.
The interest in offering healthy dining options let Catherine to take an interest in two superfoods – kale and wheat
grass. She planted Kale in her backyard and started teaching
clients how to make Kale juice. Eventually, her and her husband started an organic farm which was severely damaged
by a typhoon. Kale is packed with nutrients, but it had proved
difficult to convince people the green juice would taste good.

Catherine Brillantes-Turvill
Founder and Co-Owner
Nurture Wellness Village

After the storm, Catherine decided to change her business
model again, and convert the organic farm into a classroom
with posters, different vegetable plots for different organs,
organic gardening activities, healthy food preparation, and so
on. The farm also grows Kale which is powdered and sold.

OVERCOMING SKEPTICISM AND CYNICISM

The biggest challenge is the medical community. "There is a
lack of appreciation for natural remedies among the medical
community. Many are skeptical and cynical. What is so wrong
about going back to the plants because medicines actually
try to mimic the plants? Plants have no side effects and are
100% safe." says Catherine. Another challenge is dispelling
the perception that wellness is mostly for the old, desperate,
or fad-loving person. "Everything we do is science and evidence-based," Catherine points out.
The spa is located in the mountains, rather than the city,
which has provided desperately needed work for 150 employees. Many of them are what Catherine calls the "forgotten
of society." A number of employees were teenagers who had
nothing to do, and now they have financial freedom. Catherine offers scholarships to children and educates the local
community members on topics like following a healthy diet
and sustainability. Catherine is passionate about her country
and wants to do all she can to help the youth succeed and stay
healthy. She is always thinking of this generation and the generations to come.
Catherine's next phase is focusing on senior care. She
has begun visiting houses and providing in-home massage
services, healthy food, and detoxification and prevention
services. She is a woman who never seems to stand still. Her
advice to others who want to pursue their entrepreneurial
dreams is to, "Be passionate, be knowledgeable, systematically learn the right way, develop strong business skills, and
know your financial numbers." Sound advice from a successful woman entrepreneur.
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TALENT MANAGEMENT

By the Numbers:

Talent Metrics that Count
Employee surveys and diversity headcounts
are important, but they only tell part of the
story. Managers need metrics that deliver
the 'why' of results in the entire talent
management process.
BY DONNA CHAN

I

n a competitive global labor market,
the quality of a company's talent management process is critical. With more
than 6.1 million unfilled positions in
the U.S., per the Department of Labor,
and millions more in other countries, it is
critical for managers to have reliable and
valuable metrics for assessment of the
strengths and weaknesses of each effort
in the talent management process, including recruiting and hiring, workforce
diversity, engagement and retention,
productivity, turnover, and a host of financial metrics.
It takes a complete set of measurements to see the “big picture” as to how
each effort impacts success in building
a productive workforce with people who
have the desired skills and competencies,
and the preparedness of the company to
maintain the desired workforce in the
future. Quality metrics enable managers
to make good strategic decisions that are
aligned with corporate goals.

FINDING THE REASONS

Some Human Resources (HR) metrics
have become standard across the U.S.,
like diversity in the workforce, turnover, unfilled positions and many others.
Ad hoc reporting enables managers to
sort and manipulate the data for decision-making, but relying on the standard
metrics is not a success strategy in the
competitive labor market. It is a market
where millennials can easily find other
jobs when feeling disengaged and each
business is competing for diverse talent
on a global rather than local scale.
The challenge today is looking beyond
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simple statistics based on historical data to developing statistics that bring greater understanding of the
reasons certain efforts are successful or unsuccessful.
It is about enabling managers to adjust those efforts to
meet current and future talent requirements.
For example, a metric that measures bench
strength may indicate there is a deficiency of employees ready to assume leadership positions. It is important to know bench strength needs improving, but the
critical question is "Why does the deficiency exist,
and what corrective steps need to be taken?"
Leadership bench weakness may be due to workforce demographics, for example, where millennials
are not being adequately developed because they
seem too young and inexperienced. It could be due to
hiring people who are proving to lack leadership potential
or a lack of management understanding of the importance
of employee development to long-term organizational success.

PROGRESSING TOWARD GOALS?

Metrics for strategic planning give leaders information they
can use to make decisions today as to what needs changing
and to strategically plan for the future. Historical reporting
remains important, but looking into the future rather than
just the past is just as important.
Managers need metrics that assess the progress a business is making in meeting HR's strategic goals. One of the
methods is the use of talent scorecards that measure performance against goals and objectives. Knowing a bench
strength KPI is different than knowing if bench strength is
progressing toward goals.
A talent scorecard includes a full range of metrics
deemed to have critical importance to developing and
maintaining a workforce that keeps the company competitive. Talent metrics focus on identifying workforce
elements like skills gaps and the characteristics of employees who are high performers. They also measure actual performance against succession plans, turnover rates,
promotions, leadership bench strength, talent pipeline for

expenditures, revenue generation from
innovations, and a host of benchmarking data.
The goal is to develop metrics that
provide information as to whether employee costs are enabling the company
to meet business objectives. Financial
workforce metrics also guide companies
in spending adjustments as they pursue
various strategies like mergers, reorganizations and cost cutting.

ACTIONABLE METRICS

@

ANALYTICS ARE SUCCESSFUL WHEN
THEY HELP DECISION MAKERS SOLVE
REAL-WORLD PROBLEMS AND KEEPING
THE TALENT MANAGEMENT PROCESS
ALIGNED WITH THE ORGANIZATION'S
MISSION, STRATEGIES, AND GOALS.
positions in critical functions, time-to-hire, etc. With this
information, managers can judge outcomes against goals
to determine if the company is on the right track.
Metrics that indicate lack of adequate progress are investigated further. Business managers should be asking
questions like "Why are 60 percent of our job offers declined?" and "What are the characteristics of the people
who are high performers in our company?" After identifying the areas needing attention, the business can drill
down to the "why" of the undesirable results or the details
of desirable employee traits.
Companies also need to measure financial impacts of
the decisions made about people. They can include a variety of statistics such as the per-employee training spend,
revenue generated per employee, sourcing costs per employee, costs associated with turnover, ROI of workforce

Identifying emerging leaders in the
workforce is one step in building leadership bench strength. The metrics need to
deliver the necessary information which
goes beyond productivity. The business
needs to identify the desired employee
characteristics and the actual employee
traits that lead to high organizational
performance.
The more advanced talent metrics
are predictive, forecasting workforce
trends and needs, the likelihood that
particular potential or existing employees will perform at the desired level, and
the flight risk of pre-hires, to name a few
analytics.
Clearly, the talent management measurements must answer questions and
not just throw data at HR and managers.
Metrics are intended to be analytical as
well as a report on past data. Analytics
are successful when they help decision
makers solve real-world problems and
keeping the talent management process
aligned with the organization's mission,
strategies, and goals.
One of the things to avoid is producing measurements that are more like
"busy work" because they do not provide
actionable information. As Peter Drucker once wrote, "Efficiency is doing things
right, and effectiveness is doing the right
things."
Talent scorecards can be efficient and
effective by including the metrics of specific interest to the company and linking
measurements to outcomes. Begin by
developing an analytics road map, then
identifying the questions that need answering and the metrics that can supply
the answers. Embed the talent measurements in operations so that managers at
all levels can make good decisions.
Finally, remember that metrics are
not "fixed in time." They need regular
review and adaptation as business needs
change. Make the organization's talent
metrics count.
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COACHING

Developing Your
Real Self and
Adapting to Change
Through Coaching
Traditionally, organizational members
are coached for compliance to meet predetermined goals. Neuroscience research
is upending that approach, leading to
coaching with compassion to inspire.
BY INGRID JOHNSON

N

euroscientists are gaining a much better understanding of how the brain responds to stimuli. In the 1990s, fMRI
enabled them to detect changes in the
brain's blood flow in response to neural activities.
Research on neuron mapping continue, but it is
now known that there are two major categories of
responses.
The limbic system is the most primitive structure and quickly responds in an unconscious manner to stimuli. The frontal lobes are more advanced
and enable people to consciously reason and make
choices. When people feel threatened, the primitive part of the brain gets a higher level of blood
flow, and rational thinking decreases.
Applying this knowledge to leadership, people
who perceive coaching events as negative (threats)
will have negative emotional responses emanating from activation of the limbic system. Their
thinking is focused on self-preservation and not on
things like achieving a personal vision. However,
people who respond to coaching events as opportunities to develop their individual selves and ful-

fill dreams are using the more advanced parts of the
brain, and they are open to new ways of thinking and
new ideas.

COACHING IS ALL ABOUT CHANGE

There are two terms to understand: Positive Emotional Attractors (PEA) and Negative Emotional
Attractors (NEA). These are concepts developed in
Boyatzis' Intentional Change Theory which states
that people are pulled toward PEA or NEA in response to change.
A person who responds negatively to change is
arousing the primitive brain system, the limbic system where the sympathetic nervous system resides.
There is automatic decreased cognitive functioning,
a decrease in openness, and an increase in anxiety
and nervousness.
A person who responds with PEA, or in a positive
manner to change, arouses the more developed part
of the brain where the parasympathetic nervous system resides. It is that part of the brain that coaches
want to mostly activate in leaders in order to inspire
and help individuals discover their real self and ful-

HOWEVER, PEOPLE WHO RESPOND TO COACHING EVENTS AS
OPPORTUNITIES TO DEVELOP THEIR INDIVIDUAL SELVES AND FULFILL
DREAMS ARE USING THE MORE ADVANCED PARTS OF THE BRAIN, AND
THEY ARE OPEN TO NEW WAYS OF THINKING AND NEW IDEAS.
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discover an individual's strengths, weaknesses, dreams
and personal vision. The focus is on what the coachee
wants to do and not what someone else wants or expects
them to do. Coaching an individual to his or her real self
is coaching with compassion. The goal is to generate an
approximate balance of two-thirds PEA and one-third
NEA.
Good communication skills that include effective
listening are essential to coaching that leads to positive
emotions. A coach develops an agenda to move a person
from Point A, a current state, to Point B, a desired state,
but it is impossible to develop the ideal agenda without
understanding the person's individual vision and goals.
It is not always easy to get past the NEA because
many times coaching is viewed as a negative event in itself. A coaching session triggers a stress reaction, meaning the person reacts automatically rather than thoughtfully. The person approaches Point B with an eye for
personal protection and risk minimization. A person in
this state is not focused on developing the ideal self that
is aligned with personal goals, values, and aspirations.
The coachee must be in the PEA in order to discover a
vision because discovery requires openness, hope and
feelings of excitement at the thought of reaching the ideal self. When in NEA, remember the person has a narrow
focus and an inability to think past the current situation.

NOT FIXING … CHANGING
fill their personal vision.
Coaching for compliance involves instructing
someone to behave in a certain way, and that activates a negative response. Coaching with compassion activates a positive response, and that leads to
sustainable change.
The bottom line is that coaching is really about
change. The coach who activates more positive emotions than negative emotions minimizes stress, enabling the coachee to think more about goals and
vision than fear of change or their resentment about
attempts to change the person.

BALANCING POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE

It is important to realize that some stress or NEAs
are beneficial. The activated stress response is what
motivates some people to stretch themselves, leading
them to be open to new ideas or change. It can also
help people narrow their attention to focus on critical
tasks.
However, a stress response is temporary and
mostly related to compliance activities. The change
is temporary. In this sense, compliance and new ideas
reference behaviors like getting required work done
and meeting deadlines. The emotions, thoughts and
behaviors do not lead to sustained change.
Coaches must return again and again to spark
PEAs and open people up to new ideas again and
again. It is about developing relationships in order to

Relationships matter between the coach and the
coachee, and the leader and followers. Vision, hope and
sense of purpose are key factors in engagement.
Studies indicate the NEAs move a person from vision to action, but significantly more time must be spent
in the PEA in order to achieve sustained change. This
newest research likely explains why so many companies in the past have used coaching as a way to improve
change leadership, only to experience disappointment
over time.
Coaching for compassion does not focus on things
that need “fixing” like weaknesses. That is a recipe for
evoking stress and defensive feelings. Sometimes people try to change to meet the coach's vision of how the
person should behave or lead, once again evoking NEA.
There is a growing understanding that utilizing common feedback assessment tools may lead to feedback
that focuses on weaknesses rather than a coachee's vision. Effective coaches do not predetermine how a person should change because that leads to coaching for
compliance or back to the "do what I say" approach. It
drives a person into NEA.
Coaches able to promote sustained desired change
have a high level of emotional intelligence, a requirement to nurture the same in the people they coach.
Coaching with compassion evokes a psychological
state that helps people embrace new opportunities and
learning. Once the concept is mastered, an organization
can begin to implement the same principles at every level. The possibilities seem endless.
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INNOVATION

AT THE CUTTING EDGE,
DISRUPTION IS KEY
TO BREAKTHROUGHS
IN DIVERSITY AND
INCLUSION

Hard-won best
practices are being
questioned – and at
times abandoned –
to make room for
the next generation
of breakthroughs in
diversity and inclusion.

BY DANIEL PEREZ

T

he best part of the world of diversity and inclusion
is that it is not a static field. It grows and changes,
as dynamic as the populations it represents, and
the level of change and development only accelerates the closer it is to the leading edge of what is possible.
Right now, the name of the game is shaking up established systems and protocols. Questions and discussions
that would have been unthinkable as recently as last year
are daily conversations in a world dominated by #MeToo
and #TimesUp headlines. The dynamics of power, privilege, race, gender and ethnicity are in the spotlight as never
before, and it provides a stepping stone for the D&I world to
leverage today’s disruptions for even greater gains tomorrow. Read on for three ways to make it happen.

IGNORE THE ‘TREND’ AND MAKE DATA A FRIEND

It is very tempting to hop on the latest trends and use them
as a force for change. Yet in the name of improving bottom-line results through meaningful gains in employee
engagement and inclusion, it is actually better to ignore
headline trends when they do not match up with internal
data.
What? That is right. Trends can be conversation starters, but it is better to deep dive on internal metrics to tease
out where there is real opportunity to make a difference.
As an example, consider the PwC’s UK division. Poised
to make a major program investment to smooth re-entry for
returning mothers – a very “on trend” move being taken up
by similar firms – the D&I team took a second look at the
data and discovered that for their population, returning
mothers represented less than 2 percent of the group and
the women were actually less likely to leave the firm than
other groups.
It was a wake-up call. As a result, the team put the program on pause and re-evaluated their entire approach. Now,
rather than relying on industry best practices that may not
be good fits for their regional teams, they offer up solutions
that are based on hard data points and “proven practice”
for their area. This has given them more buy-in from their
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divisions, who feel as though the team is now truly listening and channeling resources toward their present needs
and areas for improvement. Sit with the ‘Sticky Feeling’
to Truly Grow During last year’s Service Design Fringe
Festival, the organisers invited a diverse team of designers
into the event organising process to gain perspective on
diversity. Expecting a set of tidy recommendations or pithy
remarks, the team instead found that conversations, at
times, moved everyone into slightly contentious, low-level
conflicts for which there was no quick and easy resolution.

THEY DEEMED IT AN UNPRECEDENTED
SUCCESS. WHY?

The visiting guests – outsiders – disrupted the event team’s
established norms and patterns of thinking. They challenged assumptions about flow, layout and presentation.
By pushing boundaries, even in environment that was on
the whole very collaborative and supportive, they created
what organisers referred to as a “sticky feeling”… a slight
unease with the status quo and a heightened consciousness about how actions, assumptions and dynamics were
at play. Then, by choosing not to move on from that “sticky
feeling” with a feel-good, surface-solution wrap-up, they
made the lesson stick in ways that other workshops and
diversity training sessions had failed to do. As result, the
team felt they had undergone true growth and cannot wait
to continue the collaboration for future events.

THE DYNAMICS OF POWER,
PRIVILEGE, RACE, GENDER AND
ETHNICITY ARE IN THE SPOTLIGHT
AS NEVER BEFORE, AND IT PROVIDES
A STEPPING STONE FOR THE D&I
WORLD TO LEVERAGE TODAY’S
DISRUPTIONS FOR EVEN GREATER
GAINS TOMORROW.

Would the same thing happen in a more corporate
environment? Harvard Business Review suggests so in a
2016 study that showed companies of 100 people or more
with diversity and inclusion initiatives beyond mandatory
training achieved more diverse and inclusive management
structures.

VOTE TO BREAK OUT OF ‘APPROVED’
FORMATS FOR DEEPER INCLUSION AND
MORE ENTHUSIASTICALLY DIVERSE TEAMS
Speaking of the Harvard study, it seems that cross-pollination and rotation of team members may make much bigger
impact than pure diversity training investments. Obligatory diversity sessions can be viewed as “force feeding”
diversity, and therefore resisted. A new team member from
a different department, on the other hand, feels more like a
natural part of work life.
In fact, cross-functional teams with members from
different departments brought together for a specific project are one of four methods the Harvard study identified
as breakthrough game-changers for firms. These teams
exhibited diversity of thought, allowed for gender and ethnicity blending in ways that forced interactions at workshops could not mimic, and provided pathways both across
and up the organisational structure for talented team
members.
They were also happier and less likely to leave within
the next year (42 percent less likely, according to Harvard
Business Review). It was more difficult to implement than

OBLIGATORY DIVERSITY SESSIONS
CAN BE VIEWED AS “FORCE FEEDING”
DIVERSITY, AND THEREFORE
RESISTED. A NEW TEAM MEMBER
FROM A DIFFERENT DEPARTMENT, ON
THE OTHER HAND, FEELS MORE LIKE
A NATURAL PART OF WORK LIFE.

a one-day workshop or mandatory online training session
and, at times, harder to quantify the outcomes compared to
an attendance census or certification exam. But the longterm results – an ability to financially outperform peer
organisations by up to 35 percent, according to McKinsey
& Company – makes the added difficulty well-worth the
effort.
All in all, these three approaches can yield impressive
results and significant breakthroughs. Yet they are only
the beginning of what is possible in a world where a global
equality movement can be born out of a single hashtag.
By constantly looking at the existing frameworks and
the outcomes they are providing and asking “Is this really
the best we can do?” or “Is this really the only option?” D&I
leaders can continue to drive conversations and results that
keep their companies moving forward in a meaningful way.
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

DEVELOPING AN ETHICAL CORPORATE
CULTURE IN AN AGE OF INDISCRETIONS
DEVELOPING AN ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE BASED ON ETHICS REQUIRES LEADERS WHO
COMMUNICATE POLICIES AND REINFORCE THEM WITH CONSISTENTLY ETHICAL BEHAVIORS.
BY ROYSTON ARCH

T

he United Nations Development Programme defines organization culture as the sum of the "way
people behave in the workplace, how they go
about doing their work and the values that they
demonstrate through their actions and decision-making."
Culture is something passed through tiers of employees
and time, meaning it is as much or more influenced by the
way people behave as it is by written policies and procedures.
The culture can be based on positive and ethical values, expectations, decision-making and policies or the
opposite – unethical values and behaviors. Employees
choose to do the wrong thing for numerous reasons, and
one is leadership that sends the wrong message through
their own behaviors or fails to consistently engage
employees in its policies of transparency and honesty.
Employees that regularly undermine an organization's
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efforts to maintain an ethical culture are a sure sign there
are deeper problems to address than errant behavior.

POOR DECISIONS FOR MANY REASONS
There are employees who make poor decisions at work
because of personal issues of which their managers are
unaware. They may have financial problems, lack character, or want to avoid doing anything that could jeopardize
their career progression or performance ratings. Some
people simply have difficulty handling criticism, so they
avoid it at all costs. Many of these people do not see the
connection between their behaviors and outcomes or have
no concern for the impact of their unethical behaviors on
others.
There are also organizational cultures that send a message through leadership behaviors that unethical behaviors are acceptable. The managers make poor decisions or

ORGANIZATIONAL LEADERS MUST SERVE AS THE MODELS OF BEHAVIOR,
PERSONALLY THROUGH THEIR OWN ACTIONS AND DECISIONS AND AS
MANAGERS SUPPORTING ETHICS AMONG STAFF.
encourage people to act in a cutthroat manner. Encouragement is given when a manager does not enforce employee
ethical conduct or punishes people who speak up when they
discover or witness transgressions.
Developing and communicating a code of conduct is
important, but its existence alone will not create an ethical
culture. One company required its employees to sign an ethics statement that read, "Employees are charged with conducting their business affairs in accordance with the highest
ethical standards. Moral as well as legal obligations will be
fulfilled in a manner which will reflect pride on the Company's name." The company was Enron.

FEELING PRESSURE
Unethical employees can act in many different ways. They
include stealing assets, falsifying reports, following unethical directives issues by their supervisors, manipulating
others to perform unethical acts, failing to adhere to compliance standards, utilizing benefits for other than their
intended purpose (i.e. calling in sick when desiring a vacation day), cheating or lying to customers or business associates, abusive behavior, bribery, corruption, and on the list
goes.
The Institute of Business Ethics reviewed 11 research
efforts conducted through 2016 that addressed business
ethics. The results found that employees feeling pressure to
compromise organizational standards is a key indicator for
potential ethical violations.
The U.S. Ethics and Compliance Initiative's "2016
Global Business Ethics Survey" found that in 10 out of 13
countries, half or more of the survey respondents said they
had observed misconduct. In 11 out of 13 countries, one out
of three respondents experienced retaliation. The UK's
Institute of Business Ethics' "Corporate Ethics Policies and
Programmes: 2016 UK and Continental Europe Survey"
also found the main issues of concern were bribery and corruption, whistleblowing, and supply chain issues.
FAIR AND CONSISTENT LEADERSHIP
Research has found that psychological reasons underlie the
reasons many employees have an unwillingness to speak up
when they know of ethical violations.
One is that the organizational culture does not support speaking up in reality, despite a policy encouraging an
open door policy and well-communicated reporting processes concerning unethical activities. People have a fear
of speaking up to begin with, and if they see their efforts as
futile or bringing repercussions for their honesty, they will
not make reports. Managers must convey support for hearing the employee's concerns.
Some ethical violations result from organizations setting unrealistic performance goals. To meet goals, employ-

ees feel pressured to lie on reports or to cheat in other
ways. In 2016, it was discovered that Wells Fargo
employees set up millions of fraudulent checking,
savings and credit card accounts in the names of its
customers. The primary reason was that management
had set unrealistic sales goals. It is important for managers to set reachable goals and to provide employees
the tools and resources they need to achieve the goals.
Consistent leadership behavior is also critical.
Managers cannot let one employee get away with
unethical behavior and punish another. Organizational leaders must serve as the models of behavior,
personally through their own actions and decisions
and as managers supporting ethics among staff. Leaders must also reinforce the desired behavior.
Many organizations are making use of technology
to broadcast the ethical behaviors of employees. They
publicly recognize employees on websites and social
media, and in company newsletters and reward sites.
Senior executives can reinforce ethics through messaging, Human Resources can make ethics visible
through training sessions, and frontline managers can
hold regular conversations with staff.

CHANGING AN ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE
Changing an unethical culture to one that is ethical is
not always easy.
Wells Fargo proved that point. In 2017, the company admitted 528,000 customers were enrolled in
online bill pay services without their permission. Also
in 2017, the bank publicly reported that 800,000 bank
auto loan customers were charged for car insurance
they did not need, and they had known of the problem
since July 2016. Approximately 20,000 people had
their vehicles repossessed.
JPMorgan analyst Vivek Juneja raised questions
about the lack of disclosure and how it indicates that
Wells Fargo's culture still needs changes. Late in October 2017, Wells Fargo was back in the limelight when it
admitted it had inappropriately charged 110,000 customers for mortgage rate lock extension fees. Employees were told to blame customers for late paperwork
that was due to bank delays.
A toxic organizational culture is the result of poor
management. Most companies do not reach the level
of unethical behaviors experienced by companies
like Enron and Wells Fargo. An ethical organization
builds employee trust, loyalty and responsibility for
performing in an ethical manner. They need organizational leaders from the top-down who communicate
the importance of ethics and reinforce the importance
through their own consistently ethical behaviors.
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DIVERSITY ASIA

STRATEGIES FOR
NAVIGATING
CULTURAL
DIFFERENCES
ACROSS ASIA
Understanding cultural
differences across Asia can
decide success and failure
for a Western business. One
of the differences involves
varying perspectives on
diversity and inclusion.
BY JILL MOTLEY

A

cross Asia, face-to-face
connections are important, so Western businesses entering markets
in India, China, Asia Pacific, and
other countries and regions frequently send employees to meet
with Asian professionals, followed
by developing strategies for moving
forward.
Cultural adaptation is critical to
successfully navigating Asian markets and business environments.
The issue is that, all too often,
Western business leaders view Asia
through a cultural lens that stereotypes typical Asian culture. The reality is that each country is different
in many ways, including their business cultures. In large countries like
China and India, the differences
are also regional.
One of the areas of confusion is
the principle of diversity and Inclu-
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sion (D&I). Asia is a global region
full of stark contrasts and unique
perspectives, so it is incumbent on
businesses entering the markets to
spend time understanding relevant
perspectives to avoid failure.

DIVERSITY IS AN
OPPORTUNITY

Thongloun Sisoulith, Prime Minister of Laos, spoke on Asia's diversity
at the 2017 Future of Asia Conference. "Asia," he said, "has been experiencing rapid growth and [has]
remained a region of great diversity."
The growth has led to cultural
clashes among various ethnic and
religious groups, creating even
more confusion for foreign investors. However, Sisoulith's message
was one that all business leaders
should heed.
"Diversity should not be seen
as a hindrance. On the contrary, it

should be regarded as an opportunity…to integrate better in the process
of globalization," he said, adding
that Asia's unique characteristics
and diversity can be a foundation
for development cooperation.
Each country views D&I differently, and that means foreign businesses need to align their business
strategies and operating principles
with the operational area's perspectives. It should be made clear that
this does not mean abandoning a
corporate D&I policy that is based
on basic values of fairness, equity
and respect.
Bank of America Merrill Lynch
recognized the Human Resources
challenges of operating in China
with its diversity of culture and ethnicities but where harmonious society is the ultimate goal.
Corporate leaders found that
China performed well in gender
equality, but not in other diversity

areas like inclusion of economically disadvantaged and people with
disabilities. Sexual orientation and
gender identity is simply not discussed. In fact, China sees homosexuality as a distinctly Western
idea, and one it does not want imported.
China does have a number of
equal opportunity laws, but the Labour Law says that discrimination
is prohibited on the basis of nationality, race, gender or religious beliefs. There are also laws prohibiting discrimination against women
and people with disabilities, but
there are no penalties for violation
of any of the equal opportunity
laws, meaning the laws do not have
a lot of teeth.

erners who do not understand these
differences will find that promoting
inclusion is more difficult because
Asians will not want to be associated with people who lack humbleness.
In India, like in China, attracting and developing women is a
major focus. However, Catalyst
identified five different areas with
opportunities to make a real impact in the D&I space for women.
One is creating safe and welcoming
working environments for women. The remaining four are flexible
work arrangements, generous leave
options and reintegration into the
workforce, development programs
that are geared specifically to women, and ERGs for women (and other
diverse employees).

START WITH A COUNTRY'S
DIVERSITY FOCUS

FIND COMMON GROUND

A company can maintain its D&I
policies, and work to expand diversity and inclusion on a step-by-step
basis.
Bank of America researched
leading companies and found they
were introducing gender initiatives
like establishing women's networks
and introducing management
training and mentoring programs
for high potential women. Women
are the first focus because the inclusion of women is supported by
the government. In other areas, like
cultural differences, leading companies introduce initiatives like
cross-cultural employee training
and arranging overseas assignment
for high-potential talent.
A common barrier to inclusion
is the communication style differences. Chinese culture discourages
people from speaking up or taking a
stand. Increasing awareness of differences in communication styles
from country to country can improve communication.
Unfortunately, it is easy to make
cultural mistakes. For example,
Western men accept self-promotion as good business behavior. In
Japan, appearing too aggressive or
too self-congratulatory is off-putting. Asians, in general, appreciate
modesty and indirectness. West-

Take notice of the fact that Western
companies can adhere to their D&I
policies in different cultures by focusing on commonalities.
In many Asian societies, the inclusion of women in the workforce
and development programs is an
ideal strategy for overcoming the
exit of aging workers, improving
the economic situation of workers,
filling talent and leadership pipelines, and advancing D&I within
the corporate framework. In most

Increasing
awareness of
differences in
communication styles
from country
to country
can improve
communication.

countries, women make up half or
more of the population, and many
women support their families. Corporate success in the inclusion of
women will advance the idea that
inclusion of all people is beneficial to
the country.
Some of the issues that Western
companies must deal with is the fact
that Western managers are more
confrontational, anxious to produce
quick results, and impatient with
slow change. It probably does not
need saying, but cultural change
in the business environment takes
time.
After saying that, it is also important for foreign companies that
want to operate in Asia to understand
that they can improve inclusion in
various cultures, but they must also
accept the cultures in which they
choose to operate. Forcing change
on people seldom succeeds unless
perspectives are changed first, as
the U.S. has discovered.
The general rules are to spend
time learning the culture in-depth
and not rely on current beliefs, to
be patient and understand that imposing Western values and beliefs
on other cultures is not a successful
strategy, and to work within the culture while slowly supporting change
in the D&I arena. It is a strategy for
long-term success.
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DIVERSITY EUROPE

COMMUNICATING
IN A CULTURALLY

DIVERSE
WORKPLACE

AS COMPANIES IN THE U.S. AND
EUROPE STRIVE TO DEVELOP INCLUSIVE
WORKPLACES, THEY FACE NUMEROUS
CHALLENGES. DEVELOPING EFFECTIVE
COMMUNICATION TOPS THE LIST.
BY ANNA GONSALVES

P

olitics aside, businesses in Europe and the United States
are on the frontline of developing cohesive groups of
diverse people. To succeed, each organization must
develop an effective communication system that takes
into consideration the fact people speak different languages and are multigenerational and multicultural. In Europe,
countries like Germany also have large unionized workforces, and
they too require cross-communication skills.
When communication involves things like health insurance,
retirement plans and flex scheduling, getting the information
delivered in a way diverse groups of people can understand is
important to employee decision-making and to meeting the needs
of employees. Strategies include targeted communication, utilizing translation software, using a variety of communication channels and getting feedback to ascertain the employee is accurately
processing the information.

THE LINK BETWEEN COMMUNICATION
AND EMPLOYEE SATISFACTION

Having the opportunity to communicate benefits gives employers a way to engage employees in a caring way. Things like health
insurance, flex work schedules, reward systems, health and wellness programs, sick leave days, and vacation days are important to
employees. How effectively these items and more are communicated can influence employee retention, productivity and engagement.
Diversity is found in most workforces today, whether a company with a single operation or a global company with operations
in a variety of countries. How a company communicates with its
diverse employees in general will directly influence employee satisfaction.
Impacts go even deeper and wider when benefits are the topic.
The level of employee understanding will impact even simple
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employee decisions, like coming to work with a communicable health condition, like the flu, because the person
does not understand that taking sick leave is an employee
right and does not influence the employee performance
record.
UK's Best Workplaces annually publishes the annual
"Great Places to Work" that names winning organizational cultures. Companies that understand the needs
of various groups of people rank high and give important clues as to what works. For example, McDonald's
says that some people "want a job that fits around their
time. And some just want to earn a bit of extra cash working alongside friendly people. Everyone needs different
things." The company goes on to say it works to meet
those needs. Many needs are met through benefits.

TARGETED COMMUNICATION

Communicating complex information to diverse people
first requires understanding the perspectives of groups of
people followed with targeted training. General communications are not going to reach everyone.
Alyssa Hodder with Eckler Ltd suggests developing
tailored language communication so the employer can
deliver information that resonates with the employee
group, while Niagra Casinos employs people who speak
40 different languages and uses an internal translation
program.
Joann Hall Swenson, a partner with Aon Hewitt, says
her company's challenge has been understanding how
employees make decisions. Because some Hispanic
employees prefer family involvement when employers
discuss benefits, family members are invited to benefits
meetings.
Some companies have found that communicating
with diverse employees via a variety of communication
channels is a good strategy. In the "Great Places to Work"
report, Hilton Worldwide was named for its effective use
of social media that includes Skype, Facebook, texting
and instant messaging. Podcasts are translated into more
than 40 languages and cover many topics, including benefits. Employees can post feedback or questions, presumably in their own language.
U.S. managers believe an open door policy is a good
policy. When an employee has questions about bene-

DIVERSITY IS FOUND IN MOST
WORKFORCES TODAY, WHETHER
A COMPANY WITH A SINGLE
OPERATION OR A GLOBAL
COMPANY WITH OPERATIONS IN
A VARIETY OF COUNTRIES.

fits, he or she is encouraged to talk directly to their supervisor or Human Resources staff member.
The problem is that approximately three-fourths
of the world's cultures do not understand what "open
door policy" means. In fact, in some cultures, a manager
encouraging a diverse employee to speak one-on-one
is seen as weak, says Emory University's Deborah Valentine. One solution is to use an intermediary who can
speak the employee's language, understands the person's
cultural background, and is empowered to translate the
employee's concerns to a department head or HR.
Employers who hire diverse people need to make an
effort to gain knowledge of their cultures and then communicate benefits that incorporate the knowledge.

CAN I SHAKE YOUR HAND?

Europe has been a leader in offering benefits to employees. The benefits gap between U.S. businesses and European businesses is yet another challenge.
A U.S. employer who hires people in various European countries will quickly discover that Europe's workforce has a wealth of benefits that are government and/
or employer directed. They include paid maternity and
paternity leave, better unemployment benefits, paid holidays, and so on.
A Glassdoor report, prepared with the assistance of
Llewellyn Consulting, discusses the countries in Europe
that offer the fairest paid leave and unemployment

benefits. The generous European benefits are an element in an
employee's perspective. U.S. employers must balance the differences when going global. Even non-global U.S. companies hiring
diverse people in the U.S. who have this kind of background will
have to effectively communicate their benefits in an engaging
way. Managing social differences plays a big role in employee
engagement.
One more aspect of communication is non-verbal communication. Cultural interactions can be delicate processes. When people are inadvertently offended, they are much less likely to listen
to the speaker.
Non-verbal communication includes eye contact, space
between people and body language. A benefits professional walks
into a room to meet three new employees and answer questions
about benefits. One is from Switzerland, one is from France, and
one is from China. Even the simple act of shaking hands can influence how well the meeting goes. The Chinese do not make direct
eye contact and slightly bow over a light handshake. The French
woman will shake hands quickly and with a light touch. The man
from Switzerland will shake hands while saying the employer's
title and last name. In the U.S., a firm handshake is respected.
Some of the communication challenges may seem minor, but
they are not. Everyone is a product of their culture. Effectively
communicating with diverse people requires gaining an understanding of how people communicate in their countries. It also
requires employers to bridge language barriers, as well as cultural
differences. Communicating benefits is just one aspect of a much
larger communication process.
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GLOBAL INVEST

ACCESSING
INTERNATIONAL
MARKETS BY INVESTING
IN

BELARUS

Belarus does not get a lot of press
attention, but it is a well-kept secret
that continues to diversify its business
operations on a global basis. This equates
to opportunities for foreign investors.

I

n the heart of Europe sits the Republic of Belarus. It is also located at the heart of trade routes
from north to south and west to east. Bordered
by Russia, Poland, Ukraine, Latvia, and Lithuania, Belarus has a temperate climate, a wealth
of natural resources, a multinational population,
direct access to the EU (European Union) and CIS
(Commonwealth of Independent States) countries,
a strong infrastructure, and a diversifying economy. It is also an avid foreign trader that is currently
trading with 206 countries around the world.
Foreign investors will find plenty of opportunities in exports and imports, and in starting businesses to take advantage of Belarus’ location and
business opportunities.

HIGH TECH AND ANXIOUS TO
ACCOMMODATE FOREIGN INVESTORS

Like every country, Belarus has its economic
strengths and weaknesses.
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When the USSR broke up, Belarus became the Republic of Belarus in 1994 with legislative, executive
and judicial branches. The approximately 9.5 million
residents represent a variety of countries that include
Russia, Poland and Ukraine. The official languages are
Belarusian and Russian, but English is used as a business language.
The state continues to retain ownership of utilities,
mining manufacturing, engineering, transportation,
banking, and agriculture. There is an excellent rail and
road network and public transport system in a country
in which millions of people are urbanites.
Belarus has a well-developed industrial sector that
manufactures tractors, agricultural equipment, household appliances, electrical equipment, chemicals, timber, textiles, radio electronics and automotive. Belarus
has six regions that are free economic zones that offer
a number of tax benefits. The government is also currently working on a new economic zone China-Belarus
industrial park called Great Stone that will convey tax

BY WILLIAM BELL

and customs privileges to companies doing business
in the zone. Minsk is the capital city and has a Hi-Tech
Park that offers tax concessions and other benefits to
technology companies; the park currently has a large
number of software development businesses.
Foreign companies can participate in the growth
of the Belarus economy in many ways. One is to buy
export items like engineering products, chemical products and agricultural products.
However, its location makes it extraordinarily attractive. Setting up a business in Belarus gives the business access to large markets in the European Union,
Russia, Kazakhstan, Ukraine and many others. Belarus has membership in the Eurasian Economic Union of
Belarus, Russia, Armenia and Kazakhstan (EEU).
A business established in Belarus gets the automatic right to enter the EEU markets and enjoys a common customs territory; free movement of goods and
services, capital, and labor; accessible energy sources;
and other advantages.

HUB OF ACTIVITY

The transportation system in Belarus is a logistics hub
for the region. The railways, airlines and vehicle roads
crossing the country carry 100 million tons of European cargo across Belarus, yet only a maximum of 40
percent of traffic capacity is used. There is an
educated workforce.
Companies can sign investment
agreements with the Belarusian govBELARUS
ernment for preferential conditions
HAS SIMPLIFIED
for investments in hotels, restauTHE PROCESS
rants, recreation, entertainment,
food production, chemicals, agFOR SETTING UP
riculture, machinery and equipA BUSINESS, AND
ment manufacturing, and chemSEVERAL AGENCIES
icals. Special treatment includes
easier land transactions and exCAN PROVIDE
emption from import duties and
ASSISTANCE.
VAT on equipment and spare parts
importation, to name a few.
There are two ways to set up a foreign
company in Belarus. One is as a representative
office and the other is as a legal entity. A representative
office means a business is operating as a representative
for a foreign company. Legal entities include joint stock
companies, limited liability companies and unitary
enterprises. The unitary enterprise is similar to a sole
proprietary legal form in which the owner retains ownership of the assets.

PLENTY OF ASSISTANCE

Belarus has simplified the process for setting up a business, and several agencies can provide assistance. One
is the Ministry of Economy's National Agency of Investment and Privatization, a government agency that
can help foreign investors in a variety of ways including
the selection of investment projects, market research,
site selection, and other ways. Other agencies offer-

ing a wealth of information and assistance include
the Belarusian Chamber of Commerce and industry, the Embassy of the Republic of Belarus in the
United States of America, and the U.S. Embassy in
Belarus.
Belarus is a colorful country that takes enormous pride in its diversity of culture developed over
the past centuries. The cities are filled with colorful
buildings, museums, and theaters hosting plays and
classical music concerts. In Minsk alone, there are
the National Academic Bolshoi Opera and Ballet
Theater of Belarus, the Belarusian State Academic Music Theater, and the Maxim Gorky National
Academic Drama Theater. Each year a number of
festivals are held that celebrate the country's history and arts offering a breathtaking array of colorful
costumes, traditional folk dances, music, and art.
The classical nature of entertainment is also reflected in the business culture. As is true in many
countries, developing personal relationships is important, and that takes time. Business meetings
are usually formal and include a lot of negotiating.
However, the people of Belarus are friendly, generous, good humored and always ready to be of assistance.
Though the population is approximately 80 percent ethnic Belarusians, there is a diversity of people in the other 20 percent. The population includes
Russians, Poles, Ukrainians, Jews, Roma, Tartars,
Lithuanians and Letts.

READ ABOUT OPPORTUNITIES

Foreign companies looking for economies that offer
opportunities for expansion should consider Belarus. The government is vigorously working to attract
foreign investors as it continues to streamline its
business processes.
This is just a brief overview of what the country
has to offer. A number of reports provide detailed
explanation of the business climate and opportunities in Belarus. Among these is "Doing business in
Belarus – January 2017" published by Ernst & Young
and the National Agency of Investment and Privatization (china.mfa.gov.by/docs/db_belarus_2017_
eng.pdf). Additional information for companies
looking for new opportunities in Belarus can be
found at www.belarus.by/en/business/companies.
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LEADERSHIP

PREPARING
MILLENNIALS
TO LEAD GEN Z
EMPLOYEES

For the last decade, employers have been
busy adapting to the first digitally savvy
employee group – millennials. There is
no time to breathe a sigh of relief because
Gen Z is entering the workforce, bringing
their own ideas and perspectives.

BY DAVE DESOUZA

T

he oldest millennials are
now 35, assuming leadership positions and vigorously changing the way
work is created, managed, and
learned. The challenge of adapting
to multiple generations is now getting even more complex as Gen Z
enters the workforce. Millennials
and Gen Z have some similarities,
but there are also differences in how
they view work, learning, and the
role of their employers.
The next decade will find more
millennials managing Gen Z, so
employers today must consider how
they can develop millennial leaders
who understand Gen Z members, reminiscent of the challenge of developing baby boomers who had to learn to lead
millennials.

MILLENNIALS CLEAR THE PATH FOR GEN Z
One of the differences between baby boomers leading millennials and millennials leading Gen Z is that millennials are
the first digital natives. They were very young as technology
matured to become household appliances, so their comfort
level with technology is high.
Gen Z, in contrast, was born with a cell phone, fully
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loaded with exciting features, in their hands. Millennials cleared a path for Gen Z in the workplace by
demanding organizations allow them to use technologies to streamline work; encouraging regular
engagement and feedback through use of enterprise
and community social media; and making it clear that
learning opportunities need to be steady, available on
demand 24/7, and directly related to their work.
It is the millennials and their insistent use of technology that has driven big changes in how learning is
delivered. Out went the workshops that required people to leave their jobs to be in one spot at the same time
to cover a limited number of subjects outlined on overheads and in handouts.

Instead, learning and training opportunities were
made available online and via mobile phones, using
customized software programs that enable interactive training and experiential learning. Real projects,
stretch assignments, and problems needing solutions
took the place of lectures and online courses, the only
exception being compliance training.

LEARNING IS ALWAYS ON
The rapid pace of technology improvements has made
it possible to keep millennials engaged. In one generation, corporate learning has progressed from physically attended workshops to e-learning; online career
training; and now continuous learning through videos, social media, gaming software, Web-based tools,
and so on. Learning is always on, and content is customizable.
Millennials are attributed with forcing corporations to make learning more relevant, easily accessible and always current. They want access at work,
at home, on laptops in the coffee shop, and on their
mobile phones. There is tremendous growth in offering learning in "short bursts," something equivalent to
YouTube videos, for example, that are 10 minutes or
less and provide information that can be quickly consumed.
Millennials are also collaborative and have shown
a preference for technology-based collaboration. If
they have a work challenge to overcome or a new idea
to float, they access social networks where organizational members around the world and across functions can input responses, thoughts, and suggestions.

Gen Z has seen the struggles
the millennials experienced as
a result of the recession, and
they are determined to have a
voice in the workplace.
LEARNING TO LEAD GEN Z
As companies continue to be challenged with meeting
the learning and development needs of millennials,
they must now figure out how to attract Gen Z. This
generation, speaking in generalities, is not as collaborative, partly due to the fact they were technically
independent at a very early age.
As one consultant points out, millennials pioneered social media, smartphones, instant messaging, mobile technology and instant messaging. Gen Z

was born with these technologies in place and has focused
more on relentless and uninterrupted access to information via things like curated global information and on
demand video.
As work changes, many of the high-paying tech jobs
no longer require a degree. Generation Z views learning
differently, believing just-in-time learning opportunities are more valuable than formal education programs.
Employers who are ready to offer learning and development opportunities that enable Gen Z to build careers in a
variety of roles will be ahead.
The oldest Gen Z members are now 20 years old. The
first college graduates are in the workforce. Projections
say that Gen Z will make up approximately 20 percent of
the workforce by 2020. When millennials and Gen Z make
up a majority of the workforce (estimated 66 percent),
technology usage truly comes of full age in the workplace.
The ability of organizations to train millennials now
as leaders has become imperative as baby boomers retire
and Gen Z enters the workforce. Millennials need skills in
change management, continuous improvement, strategic
thinking, project management and smart use of analytics
for decision-making.

ALLOWING GENERATIONS TO
EXPRESS INDIVIDUALITY
However, organizations must also let millennials be millennials by giving them the freedom to express their individuality while providing effective leadership training.
Millennials, in many ways, have redefined leadership as
much as they have learning and development. In an age
of constant disruption, everyone becomes a leader in
generating innovation and creative thinking. As leaders,
millennial managers need to give Gen Z room to express
individuality while creating a stable working environment.
Gen Z has seen the struggles the millennials experienced as a result of the recession, and they are determined
to have a voice in the workplace. They are also young and
believe their perspective is more in alignment with social
needs and their ability to bring fresh perspectives to solve
problems can bring change. Relationships remain very
important, but interestingly, Gen Z is putting value on
face-to-face interactions more than millennials did.
The bottom line is that both millennials and Gen Z are
changing work and the workplace. Both generations want
to shape their organizations and the communities where
they live and work. Gen Z has no tolerance for racism, sexism or social injustice.
This contributes to the growing work-life balance issue.
Millennials led the way for transforming work boundaries,
but Gen Z will take the integration of work and personal
lives to new levels. Their perspective is to design mobilefirst work processes rather than adapting mobile to existing work. Mobility has removed walls, and authenticity
matters.
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SOCIAL MEDIA
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DEVELOPING MEANINGFUL STAKEHOLDER
RELATIONSHIPS THROUGH SOCIAL MEDIA
SOCIAL MEDIA IS A SOURCE OF MEANINGFUL RELATIONSHIPS WITH ALL STAKEHOLDERS.
THE CHALLENGE IS CUTTING THROUGH THE NOISE TO AVOID WASTING OPPORTUNITIES
TO STRENGTHEN THE BRAND.
BY JOSHUA FERDINAND

O

nce upon a time, collecting thousands of “friends”
and “likes” was enough for a business to consider its
social media strategy a success. Though these statistics still have meaning, they are not indicative of the
level of relationship-building the business is achieving through
social media. In a connected world, the deep relationships create the most value.
Social media relationships need to be authentic and informative in order to produce a satisfying return on the investments made in maintaining and analyzing social media. Just
like a business would not waste valuable resources to produce
low-quality customer services, it should not waste opportunities
to hold quality conversations with its online community. These
conversations are a source of information for improving products and services and for innovative ideas, and can help a business excel competitively.
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CONNECTING IN A MEANINGFUL WAY

It is easy to think of social media in terms of technology and forget the importance of cultivating the social
side of social media. “Social” implies interacting with
others, and creating networks of people who produce
value. Networking involves behaviors, so promoting
the kind of behaviors that produce business value is the
goal. That is the core of what is meant by meaningful
social media connections.
There are social scientists who focus on social media
engagement because social media has significantly
altered the way businesses engage customers, suppliers and other businesses. As social media matures and
the competition for “friends” accelerates, facilitating
engagement behaviors need to mature also.
The goal is to give customers a voice in the business,

and attract innovative suppliers and business associates. Behavioral and cognitive factors influence engagement as well as emotional ones.

USING SOCIAL MEDIA AS AN INCLUSION TOOL

Engaging people online requires humanizing the brand
which is challenging. The key to engagement is to make
social media users active participants in the company's
decisions and strategies that directly impact stakeholders. The business must make social media about meeting needs of people in a way that creates value, whether
talking about consumers, suppliers or B2B customers.
For example, American Express developed the
OPEN Forum which connects small business owners
and enables business experts to share useful information. It is a place for getting information and sharing
ideas, meaning American Express and its business
customers benefit. The OPEN Forum deepens online
relationships, generates creative ideas and supports
business growth.
Engaging customers in business strategies and decision-making is not as fraught with potential negative
publicity as some companies fear. Companies have
used social media to solicit and glean ideas for new
products, packaging designs, environmental sustainability improvements, and so on.
A challenge is being able to engage customers in a
way that encourages them to contribute insights, making them feel included. Dell's IdeaStorm is a social
media site that encourages anyone with an idea to submit it. People can comment and vote on the ideas. The
site also offers “Storm Sessions” which are described as
"hyper-focused idea generating sessions centered on a
specific topic or theme."

SHARING STORIES

Successful relationship building on social media
requires many of the same strategies as relationship
building in person.
For example, people share stories in their personal
lives, creating a bond. Businesses can also share. They
can share updates on projects or new products, especially focusing on the ones that were originally customer ideas. It is a way to make people feel included
which is a key engagement emotion. Businesses can
share employee successes and employee involvement
in community projects, using video to reinforce the
message and meet the preferences of the younger generations.
The same strategies apply to engaging employees
through enterprise social media systems or public ones
like Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. Regularly sharing employee projects, success stories, and examples
of products and services being used by customers is
engaging and encourages employees and customers,
depending on who is accessing the system, to behave in

THERE IS NOT MUCH POINT IN
MAINTAINING SOCIAL MEDIA SYSTEMS
IF THE BUSINESS DOES NOT RESPOND
TO OR JOIN IN COMMENTS AND
CONVERSATIONS.

the same positive ways. Some companies use social media contests like “name the product” or “design the package graphics.”
Through social media, businesses can encourage people
to share their stories, and then share those stories on multiple social media sites and the company website. An example
is Coca-Cola which encourages people to “share your Coke
moments” by submitting pictures and a story, some of which
are featured on the Coca-Cola Journey. Any size company can
implement this type of engagement strategy.

MANAGING TO GET INTENTIONAL RESULTS

Relevant and timely feedback is important, too. There is not
much point in maintaining social media systems if the business
does not respond to or join in comments and conversations.
It is also important to respond to positive and negative comments, keeping in mind the brand's reputation can be irreparably damaged through careless remarks or responses. It has
happened countless times. Despite the news media focusing
on the most egregious cases, most people just want their issues
addressed in a timely and fair manner.
Creating brand ambassadors in the social media world is
an effective way to grow the customer base. Respond to people,
and they will respond back with desired behaviors.
Suppliers and business associates are increasingly engaged
through social media because research indicates that innovation is frequently inspired by people who are not employees and
companies outside their traditional markets.
One of the most connected set of businesses is the supply
chain. It includes a vast amount of information because of the
variety of businesses like vendors, logistics firms and manufacturers. Developing relationships – with suppliers and between
suppliers – through social media implies improving communication. For current suppliers, a company can use social media
posts to improve communication by doing things like announcing movement of shipments, but social media is an excellent
source for accessing suppliers outside the supply chain. The
business can search for suppliers providing services in a particular territory or access thought leaders.
In fact, communicating with thought leaders through social
media applies to customers, suppliers and businesses. The core
principle is to develop a strategy to proactively manage social
media and not rely on random postings. Social media, like most
technologies, has matured, and business use of it should also
mature.
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TECHNOLOGY

Artificial
Intelligence

is Here Today, and to Stay
Artificial intelligence has largely been an
academic and science-based topic for
years. What many do not realize is that it
is already being used in the real world of
business and manufacturing.
BY KAREN WHITE

A

rtificial intelligence (AI) is a source of fascination
for STEM (science, technology, engineering and
mathematics) researchers and professionals, and
they have been diligently working in their respective laboratories for many years trying to perfect the technology so it can be applied in the real world. Until recently,
AI remained more a futuristic (and fun) possibility than a
current reality with practical applications.
In just the last couple of years, that perspective became outdated because AI is moving into the real world in
a variety of industries that include vehicle manufacturing,
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healthcare, transportation and a number of other business
sectors. The AI industry remains nascent as researchers
work to perfect its design and usefulness, but it show signs
of maturing at an accelerating rate. As it grows more productive in terms of practical applications, AI could dramatically change work in every industry. There are real opportunities shaping up for AI applications, including in business.

AI LEAVES THE LAB

Esoteric discussions on the future impacts of AI have led
many people to believe AI remains a futuristic technology.
It is true that the technology has a long way to go before it is
shaped into a technology that is fully woven into the fabric
of mainstream operations.
However, AI is here, being used in the real world and
holding the promise of changing work. It is a value-producing technology that is already being used in a variety
of industries, even though consumers may not recognize
current utilization, but its applications are on the verge of
exploding.
The advertisements for vehicles able to detect obstacles
in the road are showcasing real advancements in AI. The
vehicle, in effect, is relying on software that mimics human
cognitive functioning. Developers present images to a neural net, in the form of large amounts of data of the various
kinds of obstacles a vehicle could encounter. The neural net
is an example of machine learning in which a system absorbs data and learns from it. Once neural net recognition
is refined until it can identify obstacles with excellent accuracy, the vehicle network is capable of recognizing even a
greater variety of objects and people during the inference
phase.
Training and deep learning inference are the two main
steps in AI implementation, but training neural nets currently accounts for most of the workload. As AI advances,
training will shorten and machines will learn faster. Deep
Learning is a machine learning method in which complex
algorithms are used to learn data representations as opposed to algorithms that are oriented to a specific task.
The most fascinating examples of AI are in robots that
are being designed to look more and more like humans, but
AI offers real opportunities in numerous ways. AI includes
a host of advanced technologies that include robotics processing, machine learning and predictive analytics. It is
the ultimate harnessing of big data in order to capture the
information it holds. Some opportunities apply to common
customer service needs, such as chat bots using natural language processing to answer customer inquiries. The bots
could also use machine learning to expand the ability to respond, utilizing user feedback.
Smart vehicles and customer services are just two applications. The medical and biotech industries see enormous
possibilities for AI. One is to provide speedier and more accurate diagnoses based on unlimited amounts of processed
data and to solve problems like reducing sepsis and helping
disabled or severely injured people walk. Robots with AI
can explain lab results, make suggestions and supplement
the work of caregivers. Aetna has implemented a new secu-

SINCE IT REMAINS IN ITS NASCENT STAGE, THE COMPANIES INVOLVED IN RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT OF AI-SUPPORTED APPLICATIONS DO NOT HAVE STANDARD DEFINITIONS
TO DRAW UPON, UNLIKE MOST OTHER TECHNOLOGY AREAS.
rity system for its Web and mobile apps that uses a behavior-based security system to monitor consumer devices,
supplementing password and fingerprint systems. The list
of applications already in use and planned for the future is
already quite long.

MAKING SENSE OF A COMPLEX EMERGING
INDUSTRY FILLED WITH INNOVATION

AI is innovation and offers value-producing potential to
innovative tech companies, their suppliers, and startups.
However, there are some aspects of AI that make it one of
the most competitive but also most confusing markets.
Since it remains in its nascent stage, the companies involved in research and development of AI-supported applications do not have standard definitions to draw upon, unlike most other technology areas. The result is hundreds of
companies have difficulty identifying their specific market,
even if they know the industry.
McKinsey & Company tackled this issue by beginning
to identify the layers of machine learning and deep learning
technology in order to establish a foundation for discussion.
Businesses can address multiple layers but usually not all
layers which include hardware, interface, platform, training
presented to AI, and services or solutions.
These layers address the focus of businesses from which
value flows. Consumers are seeing the early advantages of

AI in vehicles with autonomous braking, but there is little
doubt that they will begin expecting wave upon wave of
technology enhancements.
McKinsey & Company identified additional applications for AI that are just beginning to appear in practice.
They include traffic control sensors and signals that adapt to
traffic flows throughout the day, banks that use AI to detect
money laundering based on patterns of transaction, and
retail stores that use AI for theft detection and recognizing
shoppers with high purchase potential. AI will eventually be
essential to providing business solutions in agriculture (sensor processing), credit industry (loan and credit approvals),
call centers (audio processing), knowledge representation
(Web searching and linking), and getting actionable business insights in a number of other areas.
The stage is set for AI suppliers to begin targeting particular markets. There are other opportunities for suppliers
who can assist with AI implementation, employee training
and consulting in new work designs. There is a lot of discussion as to how AI will impact work and productivity, and
uncertainty is holding back industries from embracing this
new technology.
Though AI is value producing, it will also impact IT,
product designs, target markets, allocation of resources, investments and Human Resources. Strategically managing
those impacts will determine the amount of value produced.
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SUSTAINABLE TRAVEL

A LITTLE-KNOWN
AMERICAN
ISLAND GEM:

CUMBERLAND
ISLAND
Cumberland Island is close to
Georgia's mainland, but a visit to the
barrier reef island makes travelers
feel like they have escaped to a
remote location.
BY PAMELA GRANT

S

ometimes eco-travelers need
to look closer to home for a getaway, and that is when it is time
to add Cumberland Island to the
list of possible destinations. Cumberland
Island is a barrier reef island off the coast
of Georgia, not easy to reach and largely
undeveloped, making it a perfect spot for
travelers who are looking for some peace
and quiet and opportunities to commune
with nature.
One of the nicest features of this
charming island is that it offers extremes
as far as accommodations. Some people
choose to rough it by camping in tents in
a National Park Service campground, and
others choose to stay in Greyfield Inn, a
gorgeous converted mansion. It is all the
choice travelers need.

Dungeness Mansion
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PRISTINE BEAUTY IN EVERY
DIRECTION ON BARRIER REEF

Cumberland Island is only 10 miles from
St. Marys, Ga., and can be reached by
hitching a ride on the Cumberland Queen
Ferry. The Greyfield Inn also operates a
ferry running from Fernandina Beach,
Fla., to Cumberland Island. Those are the
only two ways to reach this remarkable
spot on the face of the earth, unless someone chooses to cruise on a private boat
or can afford a private plane to land on a
small landing strip.
The island is approximately 18 miles
long and holds a wealth of natural environments that include mudflats, salt marshes, tidal creeks, beaches, rivers, huge oak
trees draped with ghostly Spanish moss,
and pristine maritime forests.
It is inhabited with only a few dozen
residents who are mostly descendants
of wealthy families who purchased land
on the island and built mansions as their
"retreats." The names of the landowners
are familiar: the Carnegie family of steel
industry fame and the Chandler family associated with Coca-Cola.
The National Park Service now operates the Cumberland Island National Seashore Park. More than 9,800 acres were
declared as wilderness by Congress. The
island has five rustic campsites scattered

Queen Ferry

throughout that places campers in the
middle of some of the most beautiful natural environment imaginable.
From the campsites, energetic visitors can choose to hike short trails or long
trails that take days to explore. Hikers
on the more popular south end of the island can walk through pristine forests,
along undeveloped beaches (so hard to
find today), through marshes, around the
Dungeness historic district, and to other
historical sites.
The north end of Cumberland Island
is a true wilderness, and in fact one area
is called Wilderness. Backpackers who are
serious about leaving civilization walk the
Wilderness trails. There are campgrounds
from north to south with Brickhill Bluff

Campground the furthest north and Sea
Camp Campground the furthest south.

INVITING SPLENDOR
THAT STILL SHINES

Brickhill Bluff Campground

Oak trees

Greyfield Inn, the only hotel on the island,
was originally built by the Carnegie family in 1890 to serve as a mansion retreat.
The daughter of the iron and steel baron
Thomas Carnegie and his wife Lucy built
the mansion in 1900 for their daughter,
Margaret Ricketson. The daughter turned
the mansion into an inn in 1962, and the
Carnegie family continues to oversee the
Greyfield.
The white mansion with its stately
columns and enormous porch stretching
across the front has retained its southern
opulence, furnishings and all. Stepping
into the main public areas and each room
is a historical moment with a touch of romance, plenty of luxury, and an endless
supply of charm. Room rentals include
three meals a day, and the dining area
serves meals at a shared table that are prepared with seasonal locally-grown ingredients.
Greyfield, like the campgrounds, can
serve as a starting point for exploring the
island. Visitors hike, bicycle, fish, swim,
watch birds, spot wildlife and kayak. The
island is a sanctuary for the protected
loggerhead sea turtle, and a variety of
unusual birds can turn anyone into a birder. There are crested woodpeckers, wood
storks with 5 1/2-foot wingspans, ospreys,
herons, pelicans, royal terns, sandpipers,
and oh so many more.
Of course, another pastime is just
relaxing in a rocking chair on the lovely front porch, watching for wild horses

Hotel Greyfield Inn

or stargazing. The origin of the horses is
uncertain, and speculation includes they
came with early European island settlers
and plantation owners. The Carnegies
bred them with Arabians and Tennessee
Walking Horses, and a magnificent sight is
a herd of horses running down the beach.
Several historical sites are popular
spots to visit. Dungeness Mansion ruins
are all that is left of a once-glorious 50room mansion that was built in the 1880s
by the Carnegies. Abandoned in the 1930s,
an arsonist burned it down in 1959, but it
remains an interesting glimpse into the
past. The historic district includes a variety of structures like servants' quarters,
cisterns and remains of slave cabins.
The National Park Service offers the
Lands and Legacies Tour that takes visitors to various historic spots like Plum
Orchard Mansion and Cumberland Island
Wharf. The Settlement is at the north end
of the Cumberland Island National Seashore. It was settled in the 1890s by former
slaves, and it is where the First African
Baptist Church is located. Originally a log
cabin, it was replaced in 1937 with a small
white clapboard structure. There are other buildings, with several near collapse.
Getting to the Settlement requires biking
or hiking 15 miles or joining a Lands and
Legacies Tour.
Cumberland Island is a gem in every
way, and eco-travelers hope it stays that
way for future generations. It has been
carefully protected from development,
and even the number of visitors allowed
on the island each day is limited. There are
few places like this left in the United States
as the population continues to increase.
This island retreat can match any retreat
in the world in terms of offering relaxation,
quiet, friendly faces, and an opportunity to
spend time surrounded by pristine nature.
If traveling to distant places is out of
the question right now, just look toward
Cumberland Island. It is a place that is
close and far away at the same time.

Cumberland Bay
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WORLD FOODS

ENTICE THE
PALATE AND FEED
THE SOUL
WITH TASTY

ARUBAN
CUISINE

In the Caribbean, Arubans are
cooking a variety of recipes that
combine cultural influences and
island ingredients in interesting
ways. From soups to sweets, it is
island eating at its best.

Stoba

BY JOHN JACOBS

T

he Caribbean archipelago is
home to a number of paradises,
and the island of Aruba is one of
them. A mere 70 square miles in
size, it has a relatively small population.
It is a beautiful island in the Caribbean Sea that is currently an autonomous
member of the Kingdom of Netherlands,
so its approximately 105,000 citizens are
Dutch.
However, the Dutch are just one
group of people who have had an influence on the foods and recipes that are so
deliciously Aruban. Cultural influences
include Arawak Indians, the original inhabitants who farmed and fished, and
Spanish explorers, the Dutch, and various Europeans who visited the island
over the centuries.

AT ONCE SIMPLE AND EXOTIC

Aruba is a Caribbean island with a Caribbean cuisine that has decidedly European influences in a number of national
recipes that entice the palate and comfort the soul. Traditional recipes also embrace the island's geography with popular dishes that include items like locally
caught red snapper, beef, and a variety
of fruits and vegetables. However, many
of the dishes are a fusion of multiple
cultures that include African, Indian,
Dutch, Spanish, French, South American
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and even Chinese.
Menus are filled with hearty stews and
soups, delicate seafood dishes, delicious
goat and chicken meals, and a host of
desserts that add to the joys of island life.
Topping everything from main courses to
desserts are delicious sauces to enhance
and supplement already delicious foods.
One of the fascinating characteristics
of Aruban recipes is that they are simple
and exotic at the same time. The exotic
is often added via the spices used in most
dishes found under the Caribbean sun.
There is also no one specific national
or traditional food, but there are several classic national dishes. One is keshi
yena which is an unusual recipe. The rind
of a four-pound Edam or Gouda cheese
wheel is hollowed out and then filled with
a unique blend of raisins, peppers, onions, celery, olives, and tomatoes mixed
with chicken or minced meat eggs. The

Pan bati

concoction is covered with the top of the
cheese wheel and baked.

DISH UP A HEARTY BOWL
OF HISTORY IN ARUBA

Main dishes include plenty of meat or
fish. Satee is marinated meat on skewers which is best when barbecued. From
Spain came arroz con pollo (chicken with
rice), and from India came curry goat or
chicken.
Eggplant dishes, shrimp, grilled fish
and meatloaf are commonly consumed.
However, the meatloaf looks nothing like
the meatloaf commonly eaten in the U.S.
Flank steak is boiled with onion and then
shredded, and the cooked meat is then
added to a skillet with celery, cilantro, paprika, tomatoes, and garlic.
A bowl of Aruban stew or soup is a
bowl of history in that Spanish, Portuguese and Dutch influences are blended
together to create filling dishes. Keri keri
is a stew made from white-fleshed fish to
which a variety of spices are added, like
basil and annatto, and all is mixed with
bell peppers and tomatoes. Carni stoba is
beef stew that is made with tougher meats
like beef shoulder or leg. The meat is
stewed for many hours, and then vegetables like celery, onions, potatoes and carrots are added as well as spices of choice
like cumin, nutmeg and basil.

Keshi yena

Carni stoba

that include onion, green bell pepper, celery, sweet potato, plantain, calabas, cumin and basil.

ENJOYING ISLAND LIFE

Keri keri
Sopi di pampuna

Funchi

Island-inspired soups are as tasty as
the stews and just as popular. Sopi di pampuna (pumpkin soup) is enriched with
annatto which has a peppery, sweet and
nutty flavor. Notice that annatto appears
over and over again in recipes. It is made
from the seeds of the achiote tree and has
a vibrant color. Annatto is used like a food
dye or a flavor enhancer.
Aruban stoba (soups) are as hearty as
stews, so it is difficult to even separate the
two kinds of foods. Calco stoba is a conch
soup which is heavenly. Conch meat is
firm and white and has a mild but distinctive flavor. The meat is stewed with tomatoes, green peppers, onions and chicken
stock. Something hot, like chili pepper, is

Arepita di pampunaa

added for a spark of flavor.
A cold soup called “Cool Island Soup”
is made with fresh pineapple, papaya,
and cantaloupe plus unsweetened apricot nectar and pineapple juice. There is a
traditional Dutch pea soup, the antillean
gumbo called giambo, and the soul-food
sopi mondongo which is a complex soup
made with beef stomach, heel and white
bone that are used to make a beef stock
to which a cornucopia of items are added

Many meals, especially soups and stews,
are served with pan bati which is a pancake.
Other side dishes include a hot papaya pudding, an herb salad, funchi (a corn
meal mush), and arepita di pampunaa
(pumpkin pancakes).
Sauces, salsas and dressings turn what
would be fairly ordinary foods into island
delights. Mango salsa is a tropical sauce
used on steak or chicken. There is peanut coco dressing, an oriental satay sauce
(peanut sauce), and siboyo tempera used
with fried fish and other seafood.
Of course, Arubans have as much of
a sweet tooth as others. They regularly
enjoy treats like bolo di banana (plantain
pudding), bolo di frigidaire (fridge cake
made with pineapple and cherries), bolo
di tres lechi (three layers of cake, cream
and merengue), chateau (chocolate cake),
and kesio (a type of flan with caramel syrup).
It makes sense to assume that a small
island with such a large number of traditional and popular recipes considers food
to be a large factor in Aruba's culture. The
assumption is correct. Aruba is proud of
its food culture and has every right to feel
that way. The food is varied, healthy, flavorful and interesting.
One suggestion: Before dinner, enjoy
an Aruban cocktail at a local bar located
on the beach. Relax, enjoy the view and
appreciate life while preparing to enjoy savory local cuisine. It is Aruba at its finest.
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PEOPLE & PLACES

1,250 Participants From
65 Countries Join The
2018 Global Summit Of
Women In Sydney
Sydney, Australia
ith energy, passion, and a commitment to women’s
economic empowerment, 1,250 attendees from 65
countries came together at the 2018 Global Summit of Women in Sydney, Australia on April 26-28
to experience the immense possibilities resulting from a vibrant gathering of women leaders from all industries, sectors,
and parts of the world. As it has succeeded in doing annually
since 1990, the 2018 Global Summit of Women featured active
networking, robust discussion, inspiring presentations, and a
focus on solutions and skills-building unlike any other event
with a truly global group of women leaders in business and government.

W
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The diverse group of entrepreneurs, corporate executives,
and government ministers and senior officials were warmly
welcomed by Australia, proud to host the Global Summit of
Women for the first time. Under the theme of “Women: Creating Economies of Shared Value,” the delegates learned from
over 80 dynamic presenters highlighting the ability of women to develop a more inclusive economy as they advance their
own businesses and careers. The Summit’s focus on creative
solutions was never more evident than in Sydney this April.
“In each and every session, I could see the depth of learning
in the face of delegates, whether they were from Azerbaijan,
Vietnam or Australia,” said Summit President Irene Natividad.
“Without a doubt, they will return to their countries, companies, and communities determined to use that knowledge to
make an impact in their lives and on the lives of others.”
Among the 65 countries represented at the 2018 Summit,
the largest delegation came from China with 113 high-level entrepreneurs joining the Summit in Sydney. Also reaching 100
was Vietnam led by its Vice President Dang Thi Ngoc Thinh
and four government ministers followed by Kazakhstan with
91 women business owners. Other large delegations included
South Korea, the US, Mongolia, South Africa, Azerbaijan, and
the 2017 Summit host country Japan. In addition, participating

in the Global Summit of Women for the first time were representatives of several Pacific Island countries.
“It was especially rewarding to welcome women from countries such as Nauru, Palau, Kiribati, Vanuatu, among others, to
the Summit,” said Summit President Natividad. “Their level
of engagement in the discussion added greatly to the overall
discourse at this year’s event and helped to create a dynamic
spirit among all participants in Sydney.” The participation of
Pacific Islander Ministers and business leaders was supported
by Australia’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
The Summit opened on April 26 with a joyous Opening
Ceremony in the Darling Harbour Theatre at the International
Convention Centre Sydney. Taking the stage at the Opening
Ceremony was the former President of Kosovo Atifete Jahjaga, Vice President of Vietnam Dang Thi Ngoc Thinh, and
Australia’s Minister for Foreign Affairs Julie Bishop alongside
Summit President Natividad, and Australian Host Committee
Co-Chairs Ann Sherry, Chairman of Carnival Australia, and
Lyn Lewis-Smith, CEO of BusinessEvents Sydney. During her
speech, Minister Bishop welcomed the delegates and stressed
that promoting gender equity globally is an integral part of
Australia’s foreign policy.
“We came to Australia to showcase its many successful

public and private sector initiatives to level the playing field for
women,” said Natividad. “Through the expertise of the many
Australian presenters and the warm embrace by the host country’s participants, I know that the delegates who came to Australia for the Summit left with a better understanding of this
country’s ongoing efforts toward gender equity.”
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PEOPLE & PLACES

USPAACC 'CelebrAsian'
Procurement & Business
Conference Rocks Again!

E

ach year, the US Pan Asian American Chamber of Commerce (USPAACC) holds a procurement conference, a
premier business-to-business event convened by the
Pan-Asian American business community. This year
the, the 2018 CelebrAsian Procurement & Business Conference
rocked the business world once again with a 4-day agenda that
celebrated the successes of the past while preparing the next generation of Asian American and
minority businesses to lead into the future.
From May 29-June 4, 2018, the Bethesda
North Marriott was the spot where new connections between Asian-American and minority
businesses and Fortune corporations and government agencies were made. It is also the place
where attendees listened to prestigious keynote
speakers like Indra Nooyi, Chairman and CEO
of PepsiCo; Laxman Narasimham, CEO of PepsiCo, Latin America and Europe Sub-Saharan Africa; and Linda Tai, Global Head of Architecture
and Engineering for Chief Technology Officer,
Managing Director, Bank of America. There were
corporate speakers representing a wide range of
companies, including Amazon, Auto-ISAC, Dupont, Charter Communications, General Motors,
Marriott International and many more. There were also government and NGO speakers, like Kimberly Marcus, Director
of Supplier Diversity, AARP and Melissa "Lisa" Jenkins, Women-Owned Small Business Program Manager, Industry Liaison, Department of Treasury.
Being able to get this many influential people to speak at
the same conference reflects the enormous value the CelebrAsian delivers to all participants. The agenda offers numerous
programs on topics like federal contracting for newcomers and
experienced contractors; doing business with corporations in
construction, manufacturing, and clean tech sectors; technolo-

gy and disruptive innovation; meet the disruptors; and so much
more.
This is an exciting conference that leads to new business opportunities. There is a business fair, awards dinner, one-on-one
matchmaking meetings, and networking sessions. Each year
the USPAACC conference serves as the link between the past
successes and an innovative future fueled by Asian Americans
and other minority entrepreneurs and businesses. This is a conference that should always be on the business calendar as a notto-miss event each year.
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DIVERSITY NEWS
HEALTH ORGANIZATIONS ARE
EMBRACING INTELLIGENT
TECHNOLOGIES BUT MUST DO MORE
TO PREPARE FOR SOCIETAL IMPACT,
ACCENTURE REPORT FINDS
CHICAGO, Illinois, U.S.
new report from Accenture (NYSE: ACN) has found
that the healthcare industry is aggressively adopting
intelligent technologies, such as the internet of things
(IoT) and artificial intelligence (AI), but that many health organizations need new capabilities to ensure that technology
acts with responsibility and transparency as businesses evolve.
According to the report, Digital Health Technology Vision
2018, more than three-fourths (77 percent) of the 100 health
executives surveyed said they expect to invest in IoT and
smart sensors this year – the highest among the 20 industries
included in the broader Accenture Technology Vision research
on which the health industry report was based. In addition,
more than half (53 percent) of the health executives expect to
invest in AI systems, with four-fifths (86 percent) of the executives saying that their organizations use data to drive automated decision-making at an unprecedented scale.
However, as AI continues to play a greater role in decision-making, four-fifths (81 percent) of health executives said
they are not prepared to face the societal and liability issues
that will require them to explain their AI-based actions and
decisions. As a result, about three-fourths (73 percent) said
they plan to develop internal ethical standards for AI to ensure
that their AI systems act responsibly.

A

In addition, health organizations also face a new kind of
vulnerability: inaccurate, manipulated and biased data that
leads to corrupted insights and skewed results. More than fivesixths (86 percent) of health executives have not yet invested
in capabilities to verify data sources across their most critical
systems. In addition, one-fourth (24 percent) of the executives
said that they have been the target of adversarial AI behaviors,
like falsified location data or bot fraud.

NEW STUDY REVEALS GAP IN MENTAL
HEALTH SERVICES FOR AT-RISK KIDS
ADELAIDE, Australia
niversity of South Australia (UniSA) research team has
estimated a concerning gap in the workforce required to
deliver tertiary-level community health care to infants,
children, adolescents and their families across South Australia.
The world-first, needs-based study, funded by the NHMRC and
SA Health and led by UniSA expert in the social determinants
of health, Professor Leonie Segal, identified seven per cent of
children (to age 18) in South Australia are suffering very high to
extreme levels of distress.
Professor Segal says the distress is typically due to adverse
family environments and community stressors such as severe
financial distress, parental separation, parental mental illness,
bullying, family and community violence.
“That equates to more than 27,000 kids in SA suffering extreme or high levels of psychological distress and at considerable risk of long term mental health problems,” she says.
“The consequences of poor mental health for the individuals
and society are dire – school failure, family separation, depression, self-harming, alcohol abuse, suicide, welfare dependency,
child protection involvement, teen pregnancy, involvement in
crime - a cycle of damage and powerlessness.
“As South Australia allocates similar resources as other
states to this problem, the study points to a nationwide gap in
treatment resources to meet the needs of infants, children and
adolescents who are distressed and facing serious current and
future adversity.
“In South Australia we would have to boost the clinical
budget to $100 million, just to ensure the most vulnerable and
distressed children were receiving the best level of care,” Prof
Segal says, compared to a current spend of $24 million on community-based CAMHS teams.
“We would need to grow our trained workforce by almost
950 community and mental health professionals to support the
high unmet need that is having such devastating consequences
for children and the wider community.”

U
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DIVERSITY NEWS
WOMEN CEOS’ GROWTH AMBITIONS
SIGNIFICANTLY OUTPACING THE MARKET,
DESPITE THEIR ONGOING CHALLENGES IN
ACCESSING CAPITAL
TOKYO, Japan
n 30 percent of female-led companies
are targeting growth of more than 15
percent in next 12 months, compared
with just 5 percent among rest of market
n 52 percent of women-led companies
have no access to external funding,
compared to 30 percent of male-led
companies
n 17 percent of respondents
think that access to capital is
the biggest barrier to growth
Despite encountering more
obstacles to accessing capital,
female-run businesses are targeting more ambitious growth
margins than male-led companies, according to the EY survey
Is the x chromosome the x factor
for business leadership?, unveiled
at the EY Entrepreneurial Winning WomenTM Asia-Pacific and
Japan conference this week in Tokyo. The survey, based on views
of CEOs from middle-market

companies across the globe, showed that
this optimism is in line with improving
business conditions internationally.
Thirty percent of female-led companies are targeting growth rates of more
than 15 percent in the next 12 months,
compared with just 5 percent of male-led
firms, even though more than half the
women-led companies (52 percent) say

they have no access to external funding.
Annette Kimmitt, EY Global Growth
Markets Leader, says:
“The ambition of women CEOs is
striking given that they are still battling
to unlock capital that is much more readily available to enterprises run by men.
When women-led businesses are empowered with the right support and resources
they lead the way. But a persistent challenge in accessing funding at an early
stage of the business life cycle for a large
proportion of female-led companies may
be holding them back from exploring further financing opportunities.”
Eri Sekiguchi, Assurance Partner,
Ernst & Young ShinNihon LLC,
and Leader of EY Japan Winning
Women Network, says:
“While access to capital is a
significant barrier at a global level,
what we observe in Japan is that
female leaders also face the challenge of a perceived lack of management knowledge when compared to their male counterparts.
To provide support and mentorship to female entrepreneurs and
help them succeed, the EY Entrepreneurial Winning WomenTM
program is operating in this market, as well as in more than 50
countries around the world.”

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT IS CRITICAL TO DIVERSITY & INCLUSION STRATEGY
New York, NY
ngaging consumers and communities is critical to our purpose as a company. In order
to provide measurement services
that create greater efficiency for the
clients and markets we serve—and

E
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yield greater prosperity for all—it’s imperative that we include people from diverse backgrounds in our measurement
and our company. Crystal Barnes, SVP,
Global Responsibility & Sustainability,
recently discussed this multicultural approach as it relates to our overall Diversity & Inclusion strategy with Don Lowery,
SVP, Community Engagements.
“The 14 years I’ve been at Nielsen
have been constant change—because of
how the industry has changed, how our
clients change and, of course, technology,” said Don. “One of the constants is
that we still have to be able to measure
people no matter where they are.”
As the conduit between our clients
and consumers, Nielsen endeavors to
raise awareness among all communities

about Nielsen and the work that we do.
To that end, Don highlighted our focus
on connecting leaders across our business areas directly with communities
to provide a broader understanding of
how Nielsen works. Crystal noted the
importance of this work to our business overall; diversity representation
and inclusion was one of the top material areas for Nielsen as identified
through our 2016-2017 non-financial
materiality assessment.
Visit our Global Responsibility &
Sustainability page on Nielsen.com, as
well as our Nielsen Global Responsibility Report, for more information about
how our environmental, social and
governance (ESG) strategy is aligned
across all our business objectives.

GOLF & BUSINESS

PUSHING ASIDE
FEAR OF FAILURE IN
BUSINESS AND GOLF
When a business has faced adversity, it
can shake up leaders to the point they
fear making decisions. It is like a golfer
who has faced seemingly insurmountable
challenges but overcomes fear to return to
the golf course.
BY VINCENT PANE

B

usinesses experience a multitude of problems, but some are more severe than others. The most difficult problems include
events like near bankruptcy, destruction
of a brand's reputation, senior managers accused
of sexual harassment, CEOs who intentionally violate securities laws, new product introductions
that experience expensive and embarrassing fail-

ure in the marketplace, and the list goes on.
When companies experience severe blows,
top managers must be able to make the decisions
needed to restore stakeholder confidence in the
business and its competitiveness. That is when
fear can strike. One poor decision that heaps more
problems on the pile could be a final devastating
blow.
It is like the golfer who has experienced injuries
that kept him or her off the golf course for a long
while or the championship golfer who has been unable to win the prior five tournaments.
Golfers must overcome fear and keep on playing, while improving course assessments, play
strategies, and swings and putts. Business people
must overcome fear of failure.

DECIDING TO RETURN

The insurance giant American International
Group (AIG) experienced severe financial problems as a result of the 2008 recession. It would have
failed, but the U.S. government decided to pump
money into the corporation to prevent its collapse.
It was nine years before the U.S. Financial Stability
Oversight Council declared the company was once
again stable. The company had nearly failed because a division decided to insure extremely risky
debt obligations with a product called a credit default swap. Also contributing to near insolvency
were accounting problems, a lowered credit rating
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and posted bondholder collateral that put the company at risk.
Davis Love III is a professional golfer who won
the 1997 PGA Championship and 21 other PGA
events. Love had spinal fusion surgery in early 2013
when he was 48 years old. It is similar to the surgery Tiger Woods underwent in April 2017. Both
champion golfers found relief and were glad they
chose to undergo the procedure. However, it was
never intended to be a miracle cure. Woods said it
limited his flexibility and created new aches and
pains.
The big decision the golfers faced was whether to return to championship golfing, knowing it
would be difficult to play at the same level they
played pre-surgery, if ever. It is very difficult for
champions to accept anything except a win. Yet
both men decided to return.
Love returned to competition three months after surgery. The dismal result was that he played
four rounds and tied for 48th place, but for him it
was a major accomplishment. After 37 golf games
over a two-year period, Love won the Wyndham
Championship in 2015. He was a champion once
again.
Woods played his first PGA Tour a year after his
surgery in January 2018 at the Farmers Insurance
Open. He said he felt good and was happy to be
swinging a golf club again, but the way he played
was far from the level of play that had earned him
79 PGA Tour titles and 14 majors. The perspective
of Love and Woods on their post-surgery games
was that the losses were steps toward more victories, which Love has already proved.
AIG hired a new CEO in September 2017. At 70
years old, the board hopes that Brian Duperreault
can guide the company out of its ongoing problems
that include improving its underwriting record of
high losses. It would be natural to wonder why the
company did not learn from the failed credit default swaps fiasco, but here was the company nine
years later still making poor decisions
Duperreault was faced with tough decisions
from day one, including whether to sell unprofitable business lines (he said "no") and technological disruptions that will reduce demand for
insurance coverage, like self-driven vehicles and
autonomous braking which will cut down on the
number of vehicle accidents.

EMBRACING ADVERSITY AS
OPPORTUNITY FOR GROWTH

Champions in business and golf are champions
because they do not run from adversity. They embrace it as a chance to prove once again they really
are winners, even if current events and situations
are such that temporarily losing is quite likely.
Another common characteristic between
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champion golfers and major corporate CEOs is
that they must deal with impatience. Woods' golfer fans want to see him once again do incredible
things on the golf course. Woods also puts pressure on himself because that is the nature of a
true competitor. Duperreault is under pressure
from impatient shareholders who want AIG
to show a positive return on equity as
soon as possible. Only golf and business champions understand the
importance of resisting the pressure, building up endurance and
strength, and developing winning strategies.
Fear can prevent success,
whether talking about golf or
business. Fear is an emotional response that is intended
to help a person deal with perceived danger. Fear can drive
people to make good or bad decisions or no decision at all. It makes
people wary of moving ahead and
makes them self-protective. It is a primal
emotion intended to promote survival in the face
of threats.
When it is a golfer feeling fear, body tension
and lack of focus on strategy lead to poor swings
and putts. In business, it drives leaders to make
decisions with shortsightedness or, worse, with a
focus on self-preservation rather than corporate
success.

CHAMPIONS IN
BUSINESS AND GOLF
ARE CHAMPIONS
BECAUSE THEY DO
NOT RUN FROM
ADVERSITY.

PLAY THE GAME WITH CONFIDENCE

Golfers and business people share reasons for
fearing playing the game or doing the deal. One is
fear of underperforming. Another is failing to win
or fearing failure in the first place. Another is fear
of what other people will think should decisions go
wrong.
All of these fears result because there are two
things missing: Confidence in personal competencies and a willingness to risk making mistakes
along the road to success.
When feeling fear, play the game or make the
business decisions because anything less will lead
to no success at all.
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